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FOREWORD

Many people are bereft of absolute comprehension of the Kingdom of God, its modus
operandi, its administrative structures, its systems, its objectives and its essence. This has
brought about an exorbitant rate of ignorance among many, leading to the deformity of
their kingdom stance. However, in a bid to salvage the situation, the Spirit of the Lord has
engineered the putting together of this book to unravel the mysteries of the kingdom in a
dynamic way to you, unveiling a plethora of kingdom verities in a way that reveals to you
how you fit into the kingdom agenda of the King of kings.

Kingdom Verities Volume One uses visible things, palpable theories, infallible concepts and
verifiable facts which are clearly seen in our contemporary world, in a successful attempt
to explain heavenly realities in a dynamic manner. This simple approach was what the
apostle Paul, described when he said “For since the creation of the world God’s invisible
qualities — his eternal power and divine nature — have been clearly seen, being
understood from what has been made, so that men are without excuse” (Romans 1:20 NIV).
This phenomenal approach leaves everyone who would give their precious time and
attention to this classic spiritual work of art in the place of study with an accurate
understanding of the absolute realities of the Kingdom. Kingdom verities, therefore,
concerns itself with: presenting liberating truths and principles that can help us focus on
what matters to God and should matter to us; helping us set our priorities right, especially
in the midst of several conflicting and confusing priorities; making our lives an investment
for the Kingdom even as we realize that we are God’s investment capital in His creation
(John 15:5), and understanding that aiming at heaven will get the earth thrown into the
bargain while aiming at the earth will get you neither heaven or the earth (C.S. Lewis’
illustration of Mathew 6:33).

This book presents to all God’s dream of ridding humanity from the pangs of religion and
expanding His Kingdom on earth. From the Muslims, to Buddhists and other adherents of
various religious sects, to the atheists, the militants, the terrorists and tyrants, people who
live life, or take lives and take actions for a cause they see either as a great, noble or
religious cause in their own perspectives and, or anyone who wants to know what the
kingdom of God is all about. It is designed to equip world leaders in different spheres of life,
community chieftains, families, captains of industries, pioneers and leaders of businesses
and organizations, political appointees and aspirants, church leaders and members with
the essential recipe for both personal and corporate orientation and re-orientation. It
proffers high spirited answers even to the teens, youths and adults in the society who really
want to know their essence with respect to the kingdom of God.

You are set for a dynamic impact as you embark on this spiritual tour for you will in no
small way be made to soar in heavenly ecstasies by the kingdom verities expounded on in
this volume.

Apostle (Mrs.) Deb’rah Eunice Gordon-Osagiede General Overseer, Spirit and Life Family
Bible Church, President, Godhead Prayer Ministry Worldwide.



PREFACE

The word kingdom comes from the Greek word “Basileia”. It has two meanings depending
on the context in which it is used. When used in reference to a king’s dominion, the word
kingdom means the authority, influence, control or dominion which a king exerts or wields
over a territory. On the other hand, when used in reference to a king’s domain, the word
kingdom means the territory or domain over which a king rules and exerts authority,
influence, control or dominion. These two definitions form the bedrock upon which the
precepts and concepts in this book are founded.

Having defined the very fundamentals upon which these verities or realities stand, it is of
utmost importance that we also grasp a comprehension of the two basic terms often used
by Jesus and other epistle writers when communicating kingdom truths, these terms are
the kingdom of God and the kingdom of heaven. The Kingdom of God and the Kingdom of
Heaven are two very important terms that need to be thoroughly understood in order to
fully comprehend the kingdom verities chronicled in this book. From the study of scripture,
it has been discovered that they are both related terms used depending on the particular
context in which the word kingdom is used.

While the kingdom of God is like a whole or a superset, the kingdom of heaven is like a part
of the whole or a subset. This is why in some cases where the kingdom of heaven is
intended, the term kingdom of God can be used interchangeably because its meaning also
includes the meaning of the kingdom of heaven. Most times when referring to the king’s
dominion, authority, control, influence over man, the heavens and the earth, over all the
creatures living and non living, including the billions of stars in each galaxy and the
hundreds of billions of galaxies in the universe, the term kingdom of God and not the
kingdom of heaven is used. For example John 3:3 explains how that by being born again,
man enters into the kingdom of God. In other words by being born again, man brings
himself under the dominion and control of God, into the realm where God lives and reigns
as a Spirit being and is awakened to the influence of God fully by his decision to accept
Jesus as his Lord and king.

The term kingdom of heaven is used when referring to the earthly domain or the earthly
aspect of the kingdom of God over which Jesus, the Son of God reigns as King. When Jesus
came to the earth, He began by saying the kingdom of heaven is at hand because He had
come to establish it (Matt 4:17). In fact His daily prayer was for the kingdom of God to come
on the earth (Matt 6:10). That is why He spent so much time teaching about the kingdom of
heaven and giving a lot of parables about it. By the death, burial and resurrection of Christ,
the kingdom of heaven was finally established on earth and it became possible for man to
enter this domain while still on earth. Jesus opened the life gate and made it possible for
eternal life to be received and lived right here on earth. In fact His sole purpose of coming
was to invade the earth with heaven and make it possible for us to experience heaven on
earth. Now every believer still on this earth lives in the kingdom of heaven and is under the
spiritual authority, control or dominion of God known as the kingdom of God.



Kingdom Verities Volume One presents in a consistent and regular flow of thought, several
kingdom concepts on chapter basis. It explains how citizenship operates in the kingdom of
heaven, then goes on to describe the distinguishing features that set kingdom citizens apart
from earthly citizens as kingdom species. Kingdom embassy follows, explaining the concept
of the church relative to the kingdom of God, and establishes the importance of getting
filled of the Holy Ghost to the point of being endowed with kingdom dialect (tongues)
alongside how to use it appropriately as kingdom citizens.

Next, the real purpose of our kingdom citizenship, which is, how citizens ought to become
kingdom ambassadors, who having been endowed with kingdom dialect and endued with
power plus character should influence for the kingdom, is explained. Then, the concept of
colonization which captures the mandate given to kingdom citizens to spread and expand
the kingdom colonies on the earth is elucidated. Furthermore, kingdom culture which is
characteristic of the heavenly community from which we hail is expounded on. The climax
of this volume is the kingdom intelligentsia, which expresses how kingdom citizens can
contribute their quota in proffering workable solutions to the pervading decay in the
systems of this world for as long as Jesus tarries.

It must be clearly established at this point that the word of God is the ultimate reference for
truth. No earthly kingdom or human experience can adequately describe the kingdom of
heaven. In areas where earthly kingdoms and contemporary trends have been used, the
word of God is always used ultimately to substantiate and consolidate how these visible
trends illustrate the mode of operation of the heavenly kingdom. As you feast on this
gripping work of art, be informed that Volume Two is in the offing.

Yours in the Kingdom, 
IREDAFENEVESHO OWOLABI

The Kingdom Man.



CHAPTER ONE

KINGDOM CITIZENS
Jesus answered and said unto him, Verily, verily, I say unto thee, EXCEPT A MAN BE
BORN AGAIN, HE CANNOT SEE THE KINGDOM OF GOD. Nicodemus saith unto him, How
can a man be born when he is old? can he enter the second time into his mother’s
womb, and be born? Jesus answered, Verily, verily, I say unto thee, EXCEPT A MAN BE
BORN OF WATER AND OF THE SPIRIT, HE CANNOT ENTER INTO THE KINGDOM OF GOD.
That which is born of the flesh is flesh; and that which is born of the Spirit is spirit.
MARVEL NOT THAT I SAID UNTO THEE, YE MUST BE BORN AGAIN. The wind bloweth
where it listeth, and thou hearest the sound thereof, but canst not tell whence it
cometh, and whither it goeth: so is every one that is born of the Spirit.

John 3:3-8 KJV
In my interaction with many folks from different religious, cultural, traditional, educational
backgrounds and walks of life, I have observed that a handful of them have several
misconceived notions and prejudiced perceptions of the concept of kingdom citizenship.
This has been sponsored largely either by wrong teaching, wrong learning or wrong
understanding of the word of God. Some people think that by performing religious rites
they can enter into God’s kingdom. However, accurate study and interpretation of God’s
word gives us the clarity we need for a more appropriate understanding of this concept.

First, a citizen is a person who is legally recognized as a member of a state or country, who
owes allegiance to the government, with associated rights and obligations.1 Many countries
have different ways by which citizenship is conferred on individuals. Some could be by
marriage to a citizen, some by birth, and some by a complicated process called
naturalisation.2 But in the kingdom of heaven which is known as a heavenly country situate
here on earth, citizenship and entrance is solely by birth. Not even marriage to a citizen can
grant an individual citizenship. That is why Jesus emphasized to Nicodemus that except a
man be born again for himself he cannot be a citizen (John 3:3, 5).

When one gets born again he receives the right of kingdom citizenship (John 1:12 NIV). God
becomes his Father; his earthly lineal descent becomes secondary. He becomes dead to this
world and the dominion of his former country in the realm of the spirit. He is then known
as a citizen of a heavenly country, the kingdom of heaven and he can then say like Jesus
Christ, “... I am from above ...” (John 8:23). This is amazing.

BORN AGAIN

Many people do not know what it means to say “I am born again”. This has resulted in
confusion and paralysis of their faith. You ask an individual for example, “are you born
again?” and he would say, “yes”. On trying to inquire further how he knew he is born again
or when he received such an experience, he would begin to say things like “I go to church”,
“I was born in church, in fact my father is a pastor”, “I pay tithe”, “I am a worker in church”,
“I have been an elder for years”, “I don’t do bad things”, “I was baptised as an infant”, etc. It
is pertinent to state that while all these things are good in themselves, they are not true



indicators of one’s spiritual status in the eyes of God and in His kingdom. The fact that you
don’t do bad things is not a true indication of your born again status as there are moralists,
atheists and religious folks who do not do “bad things” and are yet not born again. This
finding makes the study of the term “born again” very imperative. The fact that you are a
worker in a denomination does not make you born again; a fornicator can put on a choir
robe and claim to be a worker without the born again experience. The fact that you pay
tithes does not automatically buy you the born again tag because even armed robbers,
fraudsters, etc, rid people of their hard earned money and appear in church on Sunday to
pay tithe. To be born again outweighs all of these in meaning and implication.

Marvel not that I said unto thee, Ye must be born again.
John 3:7 KJV

The word “again” in the term “born again” comes from the Greek word “anothen”. Anothen
means from a higher place, from above.3 This means that when you receive Jesus, God
plucks you out of darkness and translates you into another kingdom which is from a higher
place (John 18:36). That is why when you are born again, the struggles of this world
become insignificant in determining your progress in this life. Sin no longer has dominion
or control over you because you are no longer subject to the laws of this world. Even
sickness cannot reach you there because you now belong to a place that is far above
sickness. These are some of the rights of kingdom citizens. Peradventure you have been
born again but still struggling with sin, a habit or addiction, then you ought to function with
a consciousness of this truth that you are from above by reckoning yourself dead to this
earthly realm and its dominion and declare: “I will not be controlled by this habit, sin or
addiction (Rom 6:11); I have the dominion, power and authority of the kingdom and I am
free from sin, sickness, poverty and failure in Jesus name”. Hallelujah...

BIRTH INTO A BETTER COUNTRY

All these people were still living by faith when they died. They did not receive the things
promised; they only saw them and welcomed them from a distance. And they admitted
that they were aliens and strangers on earth. People who say such things show that
they are looking for a country of their own. If they had been thinking of the country
they had left, they would have had opportunity to return. INSTEAD, THEY WERE
LONGING FOR A BETTER COUNTRY — A HEAVENLY ONE. Therefore God is not ashamed
to be called their God, for he has prepared a city for them.

Heb 11:13-16 NIV
The men of old sought after a heavenly country, but it was not revealed to them in their
days because, the fullness of time had not come for the kingdom of heaven to be made
manifest to them on earth. No wonder the bible says even though these men obtained a
good report, they received not the promise (Heb 11:39). Jesus came to fulfil that promise by
bringing the kingdom to us. For this reason, Jesus preached the Kingdom and nothing else
while on earth. He would always say “...Repent, for the kingdom of heaven is at hand
(near)...” (Matt 4:17). He came to restore us to the kingdom of heaven, which Adam fell
from at the beginning. The word “repent” comes from the Greek “metanoeo”, which means
to change ones thinking, or change one’s mind for the better.4 Jesus wants us to change our



mind from the earthly to the heavenly, a better country, according to the verse above. He is
the King of this kingdom and wants us to think like kingdom citizens who have been
cultured by heavenly principles. And as we do, our experiences will practically line up with
that which is known as heaven on earth (Prov 23:7a).

Every born again believer is from a heavenly country and ought to cause and allow his
thinking processes to conform to that of a man who came from above. For example, in
heaven there is no sin, so we refuse to accommodate sin, addictions and wrong attitudes in
our lives by functioning in the word of God which is the constitution of the kingdom. In
some countries on earth, there is economic meltdown, and the currency of other nations
may be failing. Instead of saying, “the fluctuating currency and exchange rate of this
country has grounded my business, am finished!”, you need to repent and change your
thinking for the better, and declare: “I have power over any and every currency, because
my heavenly King, whom I represent here on earth, is bigger than any economic situation.”
The ability to change the thought processes for the better does not come by a once and for
all experience but by a daily process of learning the word of God (the constitution of our
heavenly country) hence making one’s thoughts and actions to line up with that of the
better country. Are you born again? If yes, then you are expected to live from above, by
higher laws and principles that are far removed from ordinary laws of the earthly realm. It
means what dominates those who are from below will not be able to get to you because you
now live from above.

CITIZENS OF HEAVEN

When we got born again, we got born into this heavenly country that the men of old sought
for. That is why the Bible says “... you have come to Mount Zion, to the city of the living God,
the heavenly Jerusalem...” (Heb 12:22 NIV). Notice the tenses, ‘you have come to the
heavenly Jerusalem’, not ‘you are coming’ or ‘will come’ or ‘shall come’ to the heavenly
Jerusalem. It means that if you are born again, you are now a citizen of heaven, you are
there now, not later or when we get to heaven.

Heaven can be seen as the capital of the kingdom of heaven where God the creator King
resides (Matt 6:9) and Jesus His Son also resides now (Col 3:1).For example, as at the time
of this writing, the United Kingdom comprised of four nations namely England, Wales,
Scotland and Northern Ireland. However, the capital of the United Kingdom is London,
England. Anyone who travels to the Northern Ireland for example, would have entered the
United Kingdom even though he is not in England, where the Capital is situated and from
where the British monarch exerts authority over the entire region of the United Kingdom.
So the moment you get born again, you have entered into the kingdom of heaven with its
capital in heaven where Jesus the King sits enthroned on the right hand of the Father God.
And you have entered into the king’s domain, the territory or domain over which Jesus the
King rules and exerts authority or control.

But WE ARE CITIZENS OF HEAVEN, where the Lord Jesus Christ lives. And we are eagerly
waiting for him to return as our Savior.

Phil 3:20-21 NLT



A citizen of the United Kingdom might be living in Haiti, one of the poorest countries in the
world at the time of this writing, but that does not change the fact that he is a citizen who
probably immigrated to Haiti, probably for the purpose of work or visit. So, regardless of
the fact that you live in any country of this material world, as far as you are born again, you
have become a citizen of heaven even though you do not yet live there physically. Your
earthly nations’ citizenship only becomes a secondary means of identification with which
you relate with the earthly realm.

This truth is beyond religion. No religion offers you citizenship in heaven while you are on
earth. Religion tells you to merit acceptance with God by your works and legalistic deeds in
order to make heaven. But Christianity, which is not a religion if properly understood, tells
you to accept Jesus - the merit that qualifies you to become a citizen of heaven freely
without works and then live the heavenly life you have received here on earth. They are
two different things entirely and this little twist is a big demarcation, separating religiosity
from Kingdom citizenship.

The moment we believe in Jesus Christ as the Son of God, who came and lived to merit
righteousness on our behalf, and backed up that believe with a corresponding confession of
Jesus Christ as our Lord and Saviour, acknowledging that we were sinners, strangers and
aliens from the commonwealth of the kingdom when we knew not God and that we needed
the Saviour, we get born into the kingdom of God. From then on, we become awakened to
the reality of the kingdom and saved from sin, sickness and bondage, to live as kingdom
citizens in the earth. This explains how anyone anywhere in the world could become a
kingdom citizen.

If you know you are not born again or you are not sure if you are born again say this prayer
below.

Heavenly Father, thank you for your Son, Jesus Christ, I believe He died, was buried and
raised to save, deliver and justify me. I declare that Jesus Christ is my Lord, King,
Master, and Saviour. I accept Jesus into my heart and I declare that I am born again, a
kingdom citizen to the glory of God and in Jesus name. Amen.
If you said that prayer and you believed every word of it, congratulations, you are now a
kingdom citizen entitled to all the blessings of the kingdom. Read on that you may be
granted more insight into this kingdom of which you have become a part.

KNOWING YOUR NEW SELF

Like newborn babies, crave pure spiritual milk, so that by it you may grow up in your
salvation,

Peter 2:2 NIV
After gaining the citizenship of the United States of America (USA) by naturalization, having
your oath ceremony and celebrating your new status as an American citizen, the next
important thing to do is to get a United States passport. By getting the USA passport, you
have in your possession an alternate means of legally proving your citizenship aside your
certificate of naturalization. The passport is a form of picture identification that you can use



in banks, airports and government offices.5 The passport can be seen in the light of
kingdom concept as identity. In the kingdom of heaven, after a foreigner (unbeliever) gains
kingdom citizenship, the next thing to do is for that new convert or new kingdom citizen to
submit himself to discipleship. In the process of discipleship such one is to get an
understanding of his new self, his new nation and his new identity. A citizen without this
basic knowledge will not have an identity, will not know his rights and privileges and will
not know his responsibilities as a citizen. As it is the responsibility of the citizen to apply
for, and get his new passport, so also it is the responsibility of the new kingdom converts to
desire the sincere milk of the word, which implies getting awareness of his new identity,
and learning about his new nation through the constitution (God’s word). By doing this he
quickly begins to understand his new self and functions in the light of it. He begins to take
advantage of his rights and privileges and in no time becomes conscious of his
responsibility as a good citizen.

DELIVERED FROM THE EVILS OF YOUR EARTHLY COUNTRY

The moment you got born again, you were plucked out of your earthly country and
transferred into a heavenly one (the kingdom of heaven), in a spiritual sense. It means if
you live in a country regarded as a poor country, you would live in that poor country,
untouched by poverty because you are now primarily a citizen of the heavenly country
known as the kingdom of heaven. It is not enough to be born again, but to in addition, have
an understanding of what your born again status avails you. For only then will you
experience the reality of kingdom citizenship as unveiled in God’s word.

(Jesus Christ)… Who gave himself for our sins, THAT HE MIGHT DELIVER US FROM THIS
PRESENT EVIL WORLD, according to the will of God and our Father:

Gal 1:4 KJV (emphasis added)
The word, “deliver”, in the verse above comes from the Greek word “exaireo”. It means to
pluck out, to rescue, to release or to deliver.6 It means Jesus Christ gave himself up for your
sins so that he would rescue and pluck you out of the calamity bedeviling the economy and
other sectors of the nation where you reside physically. The word “world”, refers to the
course and system by which the earth is operated. We must understand that the systems of
this world are controlled by the kingdom of darkness. That is why you hear of corruption,
pestilences, war, famine, poverty and uprising in different nations of the world today. The
nations of the world are under the bondage of wickedness (1 John 5:19), but we who are
now citizens of a heavenly country have overcome because we believe in Jesus, the King
who overcame on our behalf (John 16:33). By believing in him, we have been delivered,
plucked out and rescued from the kingdom of darkness and its oppressive grip on the
earthly countries we reside, and hence we are overcomers by the new birth into the
Kingdom of heaven (1 John 5:4-5).

For HE HAS RESCUED US from the DOMINION OF DARKNESS and BROUGHT US INTO THE
KINGDOM of the Son he loves,

Col 1:13-14 NIV
Peradventure you are reading this book from Singapore, Philippines, Haiti, Burundi, United



Kingdom, Nigeria, United States of America, the Caribbean, Germany, France or any country
among the seven continents in this globe, hear this: “No matter the wars, terrorism,
genocide, economic meltdown, geographical threat, pestilence, or cataclysmic disorder in
that country, you have a right to live in peace and tranquility, abundance and plenty,
because you are a citizen of the heavenly country. I hereby declare that from now
henceforth, as it is in heaven, so shall it be for you in Jesus name!”

The evils of our present earthly country, community, office, bank, etc cannot rule us again
because we live in the kingdom of heaven. Hallelujah! You can now say like Jesus, “I am not
of this world, am from above and I function from above, the sickness that ravages the
people of the earth cannot touch me because I have escaped from the evils of this present
world!” glory to God. This does not in any way mean we should neglect the weak, sickly and
vulnerable ones around us who are kingdom citizens but are yet to catch this insight. We
should not pride on our understanding of this truth, but rather this comprehension should
inspire us to go all out and tell the untold (Matt 4:23), while strengthening the ignorant
ones around us with the gospel of the kingdom (Gal 6:1). The fact that we know that we
have escaped the evils of the

earthly countries in which we reside and that we do not belong here does not also mean we
should allow the systems of the world to rot and decay while we are still anticipating the
second coming of Christ the King. Jesus said “…ye are the salt of the earth…” meaning just
like salt acts as a preservative, we (kingdom citizens) are the ones who will preserve the
earthly countries we find ourselves from any further decay. As a matter of spiritual fact, the
world awaits those of us who have been rescued from the grip of the evil course of
darkness to deliver the creatures of this earth from the bondage of corruption (Rom 8:19-
21).

CIVIC RIGHT AND RESPONSIBILITY

Rights of Kingdom Citizens

According to Merriam Webster dictionary, the word civic is used in relation to citizenship
or to being a citizen in a place.7 Every citizen of a country has civic rights that guarantee
some basic necessities as stated in the country’s constitution. Such rights if brought to the
knowledge, awareness and consciousness of the citizen, rids him of ignorance and
empowers him to lay claims to them. In the kingdom of heaven, such rights are abundant
and these rights are granted to its citizens free of charge. It is to be received by knowledge
of the provision and understanding of how it operates. These rights are spiritual because
God is a Spirit, we his children also are spirits, and our kingdom is a spiritual kingdom. In
the world today, many citizens of various nations do not know their rights and so do not
take advantage of their citizenship; hence they are oppressed, subjugated or dominated by
things they ought to exercise authority and exert control over.

Though there are numerous provisions for the kingdom citizens that constitute its civic
rights, I would like to mention a few.

Right to become children of God (John 1:12 NIV)



Right to freedom from sin and death (Rom 8:2)
Right to eternal life (John 3:16)
Right to obtain an inheritance (Eph 1:11)
Right to rule and reign (Rev 5:10)
Right to exercise authority over the enemy (Luke 10:19 NIV)
Right to know the secrets of the kingdom (Mark 4:11)
Right to peace and tranquility (Rom 5:1)
Right to a Commonwealth of abundance (2 Cor 8:9)

Responsibilities of a kingdom citizen

Just as every citizen in an earthly country has civic responsibilities, every believer has civic
responsibilities as a citizen of a heavenly country operating here on earth. The good thing
about kingdom civic responsibility is that they are not fulfilled by power or might, but they
are accomplished by the workings of the Spirit of God in the kingdom citizens. These
responsibilities are second nature to kingdom citizens who have been taught accurately the
gospel of the kingdom. It is so pathetic that some leave off their responsibilities either to
God, their loved ones, their spiritual leaders, etc. However, the moment a kingdom citizen is
enlightened to know the roles he has to play in this wonderful country, kingdom life
becomes easy to function in because he knows what to do and is not confused about it. It’s
the believer’s responsibility to:

Renew his mind to become kingdom of heaven oriented (Rom 12:2)
Walk in the newness of life (Rom 6:4)
Disallow sin from reigning in his mortal bodies (Rom 6:12)
Present or yield himself as an instrument of righteousness (Rom 6:19)
Never forsake the assembly of the saints (Heb 10:25)
Study and do the word which is the constitution of the kingdom (James 1:22)
Walk in love (Eph 5:2)
Be prayerful or maintain constant communication with the King (1 Thes 5:17)
Preach the gospel of the kingdom to the lost (Matt 28:19)
Serve the King acceptably (Heb 12:28)

These are not legalistic regulations of dos and don’ts given for us to practice in an attempt
to woo God’s acceptance. All these and many more are the product of the workings of God
in His children who are already accepted in the beloved as kingdom citizens (Phil 2:13).
The lists of rights and responsibilities are not exhaustive; they were outlined in a bid to
explain the operations of kingdom citizenship.



CHAPTER TWO

KINGDOM SPECIES
Then he got into the boat and his disciples followed him. Without warning, a furious
storm came up on the lake, so that the waves swept over the boat. But Jesus was
sleeping. The disciples went and woke him, saying, ‘Lord, save us! We’re going to
drown!’ He replied, ‘you of little faith, why are you so afraid?’ Then he got up and
rebuked the winds and the waves, and it was completely calm. THE MEN WERE AMAZED
AND ASKED, ‘WHAT KIND OF MAN IS THIS? Even the winds and the waves obey him!’

Matt 8:23-27 NIV
The revelation of kingdom citizens may not be fully appreciated without a thorough
comprehension of the mystery of kingdom species. The term specie is used to refer to a
class of individuals having some common characteristics or qualities; having a distinct sort
or kind.8

There are different species of creatures in the zoological stratum of this world with
distinctive characteristics that makes the unique qualities of a creature amplified in
contrast to another creature. For example, the many well-known birds, such as hawks,
eagles, kites, harriers and old world vultures are in the same bird family but possess
distinctive features because their specie differs in specs. While the eagles have intrinsic
ability in its morphology to soar in high altitudes and windy storms, the other birds do not,
because they do not possess the specifications for that.9 Apparently, these other birds
would cower in wonderment when the eagle soars in windy storms asking themselves
“what kind of a bird is this that the wind does not subdue?” That was the pictorial
representation of what occurred in the scripture reference above when the men exclaimed
“what manner of man is this? Even the wind and the waves obey Him”. Jesus clearly
outclassed them in diverse ways and the other men could not but always admit that He was
a different type or kind of man, a kingdom specie.

WHY ARE KINGDOM SPECIES DIFFERENT?

You have been regenerated (born again), not from a mortal origin (seed, sperm), but
from one that is immortal by the ever living and lasting Word of God.

Peter 1:23-24 AMP
The bible is the only book that answers this crucial question in a most succinct manner.
Every human born into this world was generated from a mortal origin, a sperm cell of the
male coming into fusion with an egg cell of the female to produce a zygote. This zygote
multiplies and becomes a mortal man. However, Peter the sage, in the scripture reference
above, explains to us under the inspiration of the Holy Ghost, that the kingdom specie came
into being by regeneration or rebirth, but this time, not from mortal, corruptible or
perishable sperm but from an immortal, incorruptible and imperishable seed known as the
word of God. Therefore, because the seed that produced this new man, referred to as
kingdom specie is eternal and everlasting, a kingdom specie is said to have eternal or
everlasting life. By origin, kingdom species differ so uniquely from the natural man. As a



kingdom specie, you are indomitable, impregnable and invincible to sin, sickness, failure,
poverty, demons, etc. This is because you have been genetically rewired to live a superior
life known as the God-kind of life, an irrepressible life that knows no oppression, a life that
always exercises kingdom authority over the forces of this evil world order.

HOW DID KINGDOM SPECIES EVOLVE?

Jesus, the King pioneered the new race; He is the first of many brethren with kingdom specs
(Rom 8:29). He came to the earth as the Christ, to mirror to the human race what life in the
kingdom was all about. He made a difference because He was a different breed- a kingdom
specie. He was known as the ‘only’ begotten Son of God when He came down to earth (John
3:16), but did not intend to leave it that way. He made it possible for other sons to be born
into the kingdom as children of God the Father. This is why in the post-resurrection era,
Jesus, is no longer referred to as the only begotten son but as the “first” begotten son of the
Father (Heb 1:6, Rev 1:5). Now everyone who believes in, and accepts Jesus is given the
right to become a child of God the Creator king. The features of the heavenly Father are
then exhibited in those who are born again making them different in specification, from
those who were only born after the flesh that is, with a physical birth. The moment you get
born again, you are reborn but this time, it is a spiritual birth that was engineered by the
Spirit of God.

But to all who believed him and accepted him, he gave the right to become children of
God. THEY ARE REBORN—NOT WITH A PHYSICAL BIRTH resulting from human passion
or plan, BUT A BIRTH THAT COMES FROM GOD.

John 1:12-13 NLT
If this is true, and it is, it means that those who are born again are kingdom species,
different from the natural specie of mankind. They have become the supernatural specie of
the God kind. This also goes further to mean that the sin, failures, troubles, sicknesses, etc,
that bedevils mankind and dominates him can no longer and should no longer dominate
the born again one. The reason is that he became a kingdom specie by new birth and has
overcome them all because he carries a superior nature compared to the natural man. This
is too powerful! No wonder John the kingdom specie explained in his epistle that we
(kingdom species) are of God and have overcome them because of the greater one in us (1
John 4:4). What used to affect you before you met Jesus will no longer hold you bound if
you put this kingdom mystery to work in your life. To put it to work, it has to become your
consciousness, contemplation, and meditation that greater is He that is in you than he that
is in the world.

Just the way Jesus walked in dominion over the elements of this world, everyone who is
born again can and should walk in dominion because he is a kingdom specie. For example,
there are those who are always attacked by the flu when the elements of the rain are in
season. You hear them say, “it is rainy season and I normally catch the flu in this period”.
They even expect the flu and buy drugs in advance to tackle it. However if you are born
again, that must stop. You must exercise your kingdom authority over the flu and say, “I am
a kingdom specie and am impregnable to sickness, I command the flu to stay away from me
in the name of Jesus”. When you begin to function like this, you would be a marvel unto



many.

Just the way people wondered what kind of man Jesus the King was when He treaded the
globe, God wants men to wonder at what kind of man you are because of the unique
kingdom features you manifest every day. Beloved, what Jesus could do, we can do now in
His name because, “...As He is, so are we in this world” (1 John 4:17). As Jesus calmed
storms, tamed the winds, talked to trees and got results, displayed exceptional character in
dealing with people, kingdom species can do same because we carry the same genes, same
features with Jesus the King. Glory to God!

I pray for you today, that just the way it was said about Jesus, it will be said about you that
“what kind of man is this that even the presidents, kings, and influential people of nations
run to for solutions”, or “…that he is always in control of the storms of life”? Then the
answer would be ‘he is a Kingdom specie’. Hallelujah!

THE NEW KIND OF MAN

Therefore, IF ANYONE IS IN CHRIST, HE IS A NEW CREATION; old things have passed
away; behold, all things have become NEW.

2 Cor 5:17 NKJV
The sage, Apostle Paul gave a vivid picture of what the kingdom specie is about in his
writings and in the above verse we can deduce a valid point. The word ‘new’ in this verse
comes from the Greek word ‘kainos’. According to Thayer’s lexicon, kainos refers to new
with respect to something of a new kind which is superior to what was before.10 In other
words Paul was saying that when one gets born again he becomes a new kind, type or
specie – a kingdom specie, superior to the old creature which represents the one who is not
born again. A look at how this verse is rendered in The Living Bible below might be of keen
interest:

When someone becomes a Christian, HE BECOMES A BRAND NEW PERSON INSIDE. HE IS
NOT THE SAME ANYMORE. A NEW LIFE HAS BEGUN!

2 Cor 5:17 TLB
It means those who are born again kingdom specie ought to live in a new and different way
because they have a different specification than they had before becoming kingdom
citizens.

SPECIAL PEOPLE

But you are a chosen race, a royal priesthood, a dedicated nation, [God’s] own
purchased, SPECIAL PEOPLE, THAT YOU MAY SET FORTH THE WONDERFUL DEEDS AND
DISPLAY THE VIRTUES AND PERFECTIONS OF HIM Who called you out of darkness into
His marvelous light

1 Pet 2:9 AMP
A cursory look at the etymology of the word ‘special’, shows us that it is a derivative of the
Latin word ‘specie’. Special is the word used to describe something or someone
distinguished by a unique or unusual quality.11 This is the word used to describe kingdom



citizens in the verse above. The apostle Peter was careful with his choice of words in his
description of this royal family of kings. He calls kingdom citizens special people. What
makes us so special and unique? It is the fact that the King has chosen us, dedicated us, that
is, set us apart and purchased us to:

Set forth the wonderful deeds of Christ the King
Display the virtues of Christ the King; and
Display the perfections of Christ the King

It means therefore that we were wired with these unique specifications to represent the
kingdom of heaven everywhere we go. In our jobs, we are to show forth the wonderful
deeds of Christ the King, by our excellence in performing our duties and in the way we
respond to challenges. In our schools, we are to put the virtues of Christ the King on display
for all to see just the way a beautiful fashion outfit is put in a glass house showroom for
display to customers with the intent of attracting them into the shop. In our nations, we are
to display the perfections of Christ the King such that men who see us will have cause to
testify that, “of a truth we have seen Jesus”, just by meeting you. In short, we are to display
the character of Christ the king in totality everywhere we go.

GOD’S RESTORATION PRINCIPLE

Many folks do not have accurate knowledge and understanding of God’s restoration
principle, a misconstruing of which has brought limited results in their kingdom walk as
kingdom species. The average born again is made to believe that he has been restored back
to the place the first man Adam fell from. I know it sounds reasonable to believe that, but
this is a belief system that is not exactly in consistency with God’s restoration principle as
revealed in His word. This is observed in the fact that the bible teaches about two Adams,
the first Adam and last Adam. They both possess distinguishing characteristics which
makes the first relatively inferior to the last. We will come back to this point after laying the
following necessary foundation.

It is true that the word restore, in English, means to return someone back to his former
state or to bring something back to its previous condition. However, whenever God wanted
to restore to a man what he lost or what was stolen from him, He never gave the man back
exactly what he lost or was taken from him. He always gives him more or instructs that he
be given more than what he had. We discover this principle in the following scripture
references below:

If a man steals an ox or a sheep, and slaughters it or sells it, HE SHALL RESTORE FIVE
OXEN FOR AN OX AND FOUR SHEEP FOR A SHEEP.

Ex 22:1-2 NKJV
God gave Moses this instruction when He established the law with the children of Israel.

Then it shall be, because he has sinned and is guilty, that he shall restore what he has
stolen, or the thing which he has extorted, or what was delivered to him for
safekeeping, or the lost thing which he found, or all that about which he has sworn



falsely. HE SHALL RESTORE ITS FULL VALUE, ADD ONE- FIFTH MORE TO IT, AND GIVE IT
TO WHOMEVER IT BELONGS, on the day of his trespass offering.

Lev 6:4-5 NKJV
So David’s anger was greatly aroused against the man, and he said to Nathan, “As the
Lord lives, the man who has done this shall surely die! AND HE SHALL RESTORE
FOURFOLD FOR THE LAMB, because he did this thing and because he had no pity.”

2 Sam 12:5-6 NKJV
David passed this judgment when Nathan the prophet narrated a parable to him. David
understood the principle.

People do not despise a thief if he steals to satisfy himself when he is starving. Yet when
he is found, HE MUST RESTORE SEVENFOLD; He may have to give up all the substance of
his house.

Proverbs 6:30-31 NKJV
Solomon the wisest man who lived before Jesus the King treaded upon this terrestrial plane
also affirmed this kingdom principle.

Then Zacchaeus stood and said to the Lord, “Look, Lord, I give half of my goods to the
poor; AND IF I HAVE TAKEN ANYTHING FROM ANYONE BY FALSE ACCUSATION, I
RESTORE FOURFOLD.”

Luke 19:8 NKJV
The chief of tax collectors (a man who though, was a sinner of renown, Jesus the King gave
him the honour and privilege to be his guest) also bore witness of God’s restoration
principle and Jesus did not oppose his decision.

These scripture references above evidence the existence and operation of God’s restoration
principle, that if a man has been stolen from and God wants to restore him, God does it to
surpass what he once had and places him not in his former state, but in a better-than-the-
former state. It is therefore inferable that if God wanted to restore man to his place which
was stolen surreptitiously by the devil, He would give man something more than what
Adam lost. And the truth is God placed the new man in a higher pedestal than where the
first Adam fell from.

And so it is written, THE FIRST MAN ADAM BECAME A LIVING BEING. THE LAST ADAM
BECAME A LIFE-GIVING SPIRIT.
However, the spiritual is not first, but the natural, and afterward the spiritual. THE
FIRST MAN WAS OF THE EARTH, MADE OF DUST; THE SECOND MAN IS THE LORD FROM
HEAVEN. AS WAS THE MAN OF DUST, SO ALSO ARE THOSE WHO ARE MADE OF DUST;
AND AS IS THE HEAVENLY MAN, SO ALSO ARE THOSE WHO ARE HEAVENLY.

1 Cor 15:45-48 NKJV
The scripture above explains how that there are two species of men who have traversed
planet earth. The first Adam who was made from the dust of the ground is the progenitor of
all who lived till Jesus the King came on board, and those who are not yet born into the



Kingdom which Jesus brought back to us. Jesus Christ, the King of kings is the progenitor of
the new specie and He is also known as the last Adam. When the first Adam lost his place in
the Kingdom of God, all those who descended through his lineage became subject to Satan
and lost the dominion which they were intended to have at creation (Gen 1:26). God in His
love for mankind saw that the nature of man had been flawed by sin and Satan, therefore
He sent His Son Jesus to restore mankind. However, because of God’s nature of restoring
back to a better state than man was before the fall, He restored mankind into the God-kind.
These are the ones who are born again, known as kingdom citizens with kingdom
specifications. This was a result of God’s restoration principle.

That is why Paul explained to the kingdom species in Corinth that “…the first man was of
the earth, made of dust; the last Man is the Lord from heaven. As was the man of dust, so
also are those who are made of dust; and as is the heavenly Man, so also are those who are
heavenly.” This implies that anyone who is born again is not restored back to where the
first Adam was before the fall but is taken to a better and higher place known as the
heavenly place and he becomes known as a heavenly man. No wonder Paul told us that God
has raised us up together, and made us sit together in the HEAVENLY places in Christ Jesus
(Eph 2:6 NKJV).

THE GOD-KIND

Numerous unique qualities are found in kingdom species because they are participators in
the ‘God-kind’, which is God’s divine nature. We are no longer of this race of ‘mankind’. We
escaped by flight from the pestilence, failure, corruption and moral decay that are in this
world when we got born again into this country known as the Kingdom of heaven and
began to operate based on the promise.

By means of these He has bestowed on us His precious and exceedingly great promises,
SO THAT THROUGH THEM YOU MAY ESCAPE [BY FLIGHT] FROM THE MORAL DECAY
(ROTTENNESS AND CORRUPTION) THAT IS IN THE WORLD BECAUSE OF COVETOUSNESS
(LUST AND GREED), AND BECOME SHARERS (PARTAKERS) OF THE DIVINE NATURE.

2 Peter 1:4-5 AMP
The term divine nature in the last scripture reference comes from two Greek words
“TheosPhusis”. Theos according to Strong’s concordance means God or divine while phusis
means a sort, kind or nature.12 With this understanding therefore, it is deducible that we
who are kingdom species by new birth are sharers in and of God’s nature or the God-kind.
Hallelujah! It means we don’t get sick. Yes! It’s normal for mankind to fall sick once in a
while but for kingdom species, we are in the God-kind, we escaped by flight, the corruption,
pestilence and virulent maladies in this world, and now we live in a place in the Kingdom
called health. In that place called health, no infirmity can infiltrate. Hence a sickness
overcoming life is guaranteed for kingdom citizens who have precise understanding of
their kingdom features. It also means for example, if we as kingdom citizens are found in a
place, office, country or system where everyone is corrupt and morally decadent, instead of
being corrupted along with the system, we stand out, unbending and unwavering as
Kingdom Species, with a different attitude, displaying the beauty of God in Christ Jesus. This
is the way we were framed. We are special, Glory to God!



THE GOD-KIND VERSUS MANKIND

Assuredly, I say to you, among those born of women there has not risen one greater
than John the Baptist; but he who is least in the kingdom of heaven is greater than he.

Matt 11:11 NKJV
There is a sharp contrast between the God-kind and Mankind. Jesus the King of kings
showed us the demarcation between the two species of men. He said of all those born of
women meaning from Cain (the first man born of a woman), up until John the Baptist, there
is none greater than John and from the least in the kingdom of heaven (which is pioneered
by Jesus Christ) to the greatest in the kingdom of heaven, John is the least. In other words,
from Cain to John, everyone born is less than or equal to John the Baptist, while those from
the least in the kingdom of heaven up until Jesus Christ are greater than John the Baptist.
This kingdom statement is expressed in the inequality below for better comprehension:

(From Cain till John ≤ John <Kingdom Species)

John is the demarcation between the two classes of species, that is, the first Adam and the
last Adam. Mankind is after the order of the first Adam and the God-kind is after the order
of the last Adam. John was referred to as lesser than the least in the kingdom of heaven
because he was not privileged to be born again while he was on earth. The reason why John
did not get born into the kingdom of heaven even though he heralded the coming of the
kingdom is that it had not become possible for anyone to be born again at the time of John.
It was until Jesus died and rose, that the kingdom of heaven became accessible from the
earth. However, it was said that none is greater than John at that time because John foreran
the coming King and the coming Kingdom; he also prophesied it and witnessed it.

It means we who are born again and by grace have become partakers of the kingdom have
something more than what the men of old had. Think about the great patriarchs of faith.
Think about Elijah, Moses, David, Abraham, Joseph, Samson, Daniel, and all the other men
who never had the privilege of being partakers of the God-kind before they left this globe.
These men were known for exploits, they were full of wonders and testimonies of faith.
However, based on the revelation of kingdom species, we who are born again can do more
than they did, we can get more than what they got with their faith and patience if only we
understand how to function with a kingdom consciousness of our peculiar features. That is
why Paul in explaining the glory we have and the glory these patriarchs wielded, he said
ours excels in glory.

But if the ministry of death, written and engraved on stones, was glorious, so that the
children of Israel could not look steadily at the face of Moses because of the glory of his
countenance, which glory was passing away, how will the ministry of the Spirit not be
more glorious? FOR IF THE MINISTRY OF CONDEMNATION HAD GLORY, THE MINISTRY
OF RIGHTEOUSNESS EXCEEDS MUCH MORE IN GLORY. FOR EVEN WHAT WAS MADE
GLORIOUS HAD NO GLORY IN THIS RESPECT, BECAUSE OF THE GLORY THAT EXCELS.
FOR IF WHAT IS PASSING AWAY WAS GLORIOUS, WHAT REMAINS IS MUCH MORE
GLORIOUS.

2 Cor 3:7-12 NKJV



Anyone who is not born again is of mankind and remains a victim of oppression,
suppression, repression, depression, stagnation, frustration and all the negations of the
devil and his agents. This is why it is so important for everyone born into this world to be
born again (if you are not born again, please refer to the previous chapter before
proceeding). The moment you get born again, you become a kingdom specie, full of power,
dominion and influence. Hallelujah.



CHAPTER THREE

KINGDOM EMBASSY
When Jesus came to the region of Caesarea Philippi, he asked his disciples, ‘Who do
people say the Son of Man is?’ They replied, ‘Some say John the Baptist; others say
Elijah; and still others, Jeremiah or one of the prophets’. ‘But what about you?’He asked.
Who do you say I am? SIMON PETER ANSWERED, ‘YOU ARE THE CHRIST, THE SON OF
THE LIVING GOD’. Jesus replied, ‘Blessed are you, Simon son of Jonah, for this was not
revealed to you by man, but by my Father in heaven. And I tell you that you are Peter,
AND ON THIS ROCK I WILL BUILD MY CHURCH, and the gates of Hades will not
overcome it’.

Matt 16:13-18 NIV
An embassy refers to a group of officials who permanently represent a sovereign state also
known as the sending state in a second sovereign state known as the receiving state. The
term embassy is also commonly used as a section of a building in which the work of the
diplomatic mission is carried out, but, strictly speaking, it is the diplomatic delegation itself
that is the embassy while the office space is called the chancery.13

In the Kingdom of God, we have an embassy, called “the church”. The church refers to a
group of persons who are born again, and hence are citizens of the kingdom, who represent
the heavenly kingdom here on earth. It also secondarily refers to any place where kingdom
citizens and prospective kingdom citizens gather to fellowship with the King and perform
their official duties of kingdom worship and service. In Matthew 16:13-18 above,
something fundamental was revealed and if properly understood, the mystery that was
unraveled will impact our way

of thinking, thereby informing our decisions and actions with respect to the church of
Christ. Jesus asks His followers who they perceive Him to be and after many attempts, one
of His foremost disciples, Peter, impressed Jesus with his answer, and Jesus revealed that
upon that rock (the revelation of Christ which Peter caught) He would build His church,
which is the kingdom embassy. It means there is something hidden in that revelation that
will help us in grasping a deep understanding of the church. What is that revelation?

...Simon Peter answered, “You are the Christ, the Son of the living God”
Matt 16:16 NIV

THE CHRIST

This was an appellation used by Peter to describe Jesus and which according to Jesus, is the
rock upon which He built the church (kingdom embassy). According to Vine’s Expository
Dictionary of Biblical Words, the word “Christ” comes from the Greek word “Christos”
which translates in the Septuagint as the Messiah or anointed one. The word has two
contextual usages in the New Testament. The first use is to refer to Jesus as the messiah
who was sent to save the world from the kingdom of darkness and its oppressive dominion.
The second meaning is what interests us most. It refers to the One who by His Holy Spirit



and power indwells believers and moulds their character in conformity to His likeness.14

Putting these two meanings together, we can deduce that Jesus built the church (kingdom
embassy) on the rock (revelation) of His messianic assignment to save the world from the
bondage of darkness and raise a church (kingdom embassy) or people who by the Holy
Ghost have been trained to reflect the character of Jesus and to function in His likeness.
That is why Paul prayed earnestly for the church (kingdom embassy) in Galatia, that Christ
(i.e. the likeness of Jesus moulded into a man’s character by the Holy Ghost) should be
formed in them (Gal 4:19). Paul the kingdom embassage made a similar prayer for the
kingdom embassy at Ephesus, that Christ may dwell in their hearts by faith (Eph 3:17). This
is the Spirit’s prayer for everyone in the body of Christ, that the likeness of Jesus be
moulded into the personality of each and every one kingdom citizen in God’s embassy. This
way the kingdom embassy can adequately fulfil a very crucial duty. Every embassy
promotes its own home culture, economy and science in the host country, so also by this
revelation, the church has an ultimate goal among others, to promote kingdom culture here
on earth.

THE SON OF THE LIVING GOD

...Simon Peter answered, “You are the Christ, the Son of the living God”
Matt 16:16 NIV

This was another appellation Peter, the kingdom embassage used to describe Jesus and
upon which Jesus said He would build the church (kingdom embassy). The word “son”, in
the verse above comes from the Greek word “huios”. According to Thayer’s definition the
term son (huios) of God is used to refer to one who resembles God in life and character.
While according to Vine’s Expository Dictionary of Biblical Words, we see the same
definition of the term son (huios) of God and it defines it as one who is the expression of the
character of God and a manifestation of God in human form.15 For example, when people
see a young man who resembles his father and displays some characters which the father
possesses, they say, “Mike is truly the son of Mr Femi!” That is the context in which Jesus
was called “the Son of the Living God”. And Jesus says it is on this foundation He built the
kingdom embassy.

From these two cardinal foundations on which Jesus Christ said He built the church, we can
deduce that the kingdom embassy (church) was built to produce sons who will express the
character of Christ to the world such that anyone who comes in contact with them would
have contacted God because they are the manifestations of God in human form both
individually and corporately when they come together to have fellowship as the kingdom
embassy. That is why we are deployed here as His kingdom embassy to represent Him to
the world. We must represent Him properly and absolutely as kingdom citizens who form
the kingdom embassy.

Mahatma Gandhi was a great leader from India who influenced over 200 million followers.
He pioneered the termination of the British rule over India and he was a Hindu by religion
but he loved the writings of Jesus Christ. As a matter of fact, his major leadership principles
were inspired by Jesus’ Sermon on the Mount. He had an attraction for Jesus Christ and his
principles but got disappointed when he was treated badly by a church elder at a church



gathering in South Africa. After reading the bible and the life of Jesus, he was eager to
explore becoming a Christian. He decided to attend a church in South Africa where he was
at the time. When he approached the door, the church elder asked him, “where do you think
you are going, kaffir (unbeliever), there is no room for kaffirs in this church. Get out of here
or I will have my assistants throw you down the steps”. This is a man who had just read the
life of Christ as an epitome and expression of compassion, love, unity, etc. This led to
Gandhi’s rejection of Christianity. When asked by Stanley Jones, a Christian missionary,
why he was adamant to be a Christian even though he quoted the words of Christ so often,
he remarked in this manner: “I do not reject your Christ. I love your Christ. It is just that
many of you are unlike your Christ”.16

This is an example of how the kingdom embassy at that time and place lost a potential
kingdom citizen, a hungry soul who if he was accepted and discipled the right way
regardless of race, colour, looks, attire, etc, would have been an asset for the kingdom
embassy. They failed to truly express the Christ, the Son of the living God to Gandhi. This is
not to say that one should make an excuse out of every bad attitude he suffers in church
and reject Christ and His Kingdom. If you are a victim of rejection and condemnation as a
result of someone, maybe an elder, leader or worker in the kingdom who disdainfully spoke
to you or did wrong to you in church, do not let that make you turn your back on Jesus
Christ. This is because it was not that person that was hung on the cross, buried and raised
up from the dead after three days. It was Jesus Christ (Rom 8:33-34). The point here is, just
the way an embassy is the diplomatic representation of a country’s government in another
country and transmits messages of its home government to the government of the host
country and vice versa17, the church which is the kingdom embassy ought to fully represent
Christ the king, and heaven’s government here on earth especially to those who are aliens
of the heavenly country.

THE ENTREATIES OF AN EMBASSSY

I urge, then, first of all, that REQUESTS, PRAYERS, INTERCESSION AND THANKSGIVING
BE MADE FOR EVERYONE — FOR KINGS AND ALL THOSE IN AUTHORITY, that we may
live peaceful and quiet lives in all godliness and holiness. This is good, and pleases God
our Savior, who wants all men to be saved and to come to a knowledge of the truth.

1 Tim 2:1-4 NIV
Another important function of an embassy which illustrates in part, what the church of
Christ on earth is designated for, is it informs its home government about important
political, social, economical, military and other events happening in the host country. 5 The
kingdom embassy has a very important role on earth today. Paul in the above verses
succinctly spells this particular role out and charges the kingdom embassy through
Timothy to make entreaties by way of requests, prayers, intercession and thanksgiving to
the government of heaven which is the home country of the kingdom embassy.

The entreaties are to be made for the host nation, its kings, presidents, rulers in political,
social, economic and military terrains; intimating the heavenly government about the
activities of these ones and soliciting heaven’s invasion and intervention concerning critical
issues that threatens the peaceful, quiet and tranquil existence of the nationals of the



kingdom of heaven on the foreign soil known as earth. It is the responsibility of the church
to pray for presidents, parliamentarians, senators and congressmen, men in authority
whose whimsical and capricious legislation could affect tragically, the livelihood of
kingdom citizens. The church must never sit aloof and do nothing when anti kingdom
policies are being passed into law. Something must be done on our knees to stop the
oppression and to protect our own.

And pray in the Spirit on all occasions with all kinds of prayers and requests. With this
in mind, be alert and always keep on praying for all the saints.

Eph 6:18 NIV
It is also the duty of the embassy to help its own citizens in times of distress and other
emergency situations by interceding and entreating for the government’s action in order to
protect its citizens in the foreign land. During the South African xenophobic attacks on
Nigerian immigrants in 2015, the Nigerian government led by the then President Jonathan
made a move to evacuate its nationals from South Africa due to consultations of the
Nigerian embassy in South Africa.18 This explains how that the church ought to be alert and
always keep praying, interceding or consulting with the government of heaven for the
safety and protection of heaven’s citizens on earth. This time, not for them to be evacuated
from earth (like the Nigerian embassy resorted to), but for them to be kept, shielded and
protected from the perils of this present evil world. This was Jesus’ prayer when He was on
earth and this should be the prayer of the church for all kingdom citizens. It’s our
responsibility to entreat the King on behalf of all saints.

My prayer is not that you take them out of the world but that you protect them from the
evil one. They are not of the world, even as I am not of it.

John 17:15-16 NIV
Alongside the already stated duties of an embassy, it is interesting to note that it is also the
duty of an embassy to look after its citizens in detention or under arrest and to watch over
the use of the rule of law based on its constitution and ensure a fair trial geared towards
the emancipation of such victims. 5 This was what played out in the book of Acts when
Herod arrested and detained James. Since the church did not act promptly to ensure the
release of its ambassador based on its rule of law, James was unjustly executed and when
Herod saw that it was quite easy to persecute and prosecute an embassage, he proceeded
to further harass the kingdom embassy by taking Peter. The story is chronicled below:

It was about this time that KING HEROD ARRESTED some WHO BELONGED TO THE
CHURCH, INTENDING TO PERSECUTE THEM. HE HAD JAMES, THE BROTHER OF JOHN,
PUT TO DEATH WITH THE SWORD. WHEN HE SAW THAT THIS PLEASED THE JEWS, HE
PROCEEDED TO SEIZE PETER ALSO. This happened during the Feast of Unleavened
Bread. AFTER ARRESTING HIM, HE PUT HIM IN PRISON, handing him over to be
guarded by four squads of four soldiers each. HEROD INTENDED TO BRING HIM OUT
FOR PUBLIC TRIAL AFTER THE PASSOVER. SoPeter was kept in prison, BUT THE
CHURCH WAS EARNESTLY PRAYING TO GOD (making entreaties) FOR HIM. The night
before Herod was to bring him to trial, Peter was sleeping between two soldiers, bound
with two chains, and sentries stood guard at the entrance. Suddenly an angel of the



Lord appeared and a light shone in the cell. He struck Peter on the side and woke him
up. “Quick, get up!” he said, and the chains fell off Peter’s wrists. Then the angel said to
him, “Put on your clothes and sandals.” And Peter did so. “Wrap your cloak around you
and follow me,” the angel told him. Peter followed him out of the prison, but he had no
idea that what the angel was doing was really happening; he thought he was seeing a
vision. They passed the first and second guards and came to the Iron Gate leading to
the city. It opened for them by itself, and they went through it. When they had walked
the length of one street, suddenly the angel left him. THEN PETER CAME TO HIMSELF
AND SAID, “NOW I KNOW WITHOUT A DOUBT THAT THE LORD SENT HIS ANGEL AND
RESCUED ME FROM HEROD’S CLUTCHES AND FROM EVERYTHING THE JEWISH PEOPLE
WERE ANTICIPATING.”

Acts 12:1-11 NIV (emphasis added)
What a wonderful display of stealth by the government of heaven in rescuing Peter from
prison and from the fangs of Herod’s military watch. It was a covert operation ordered by
the King based on the entreaties of the kingdom embassy (church) at the time. The King
ordered the invasion of the military zone of Herod by heaven’s secret service led by an
angel and Peter was neatly broken out, snatched out and plucked out of the claws of Herod
and his henchmen, what an awesome wonder! If only the church was alert when James was
first taken, she would have ensured to watch over the use of the rule of law based on
kingdom constitution and ensured a fair trial geared towards the emancipation of James
just the way it did for Peter after James death. No kingdom citizen who is a faithful member
of the kingdom embassy through a credible local church is permitted to be kidnapped or
molested by men of darkness so long as adequate entreaties are made on behalf of such
citizens in the place of prayer. Even sickness would not claim the souls of kingdom citizens
if the kingdom embassy is apt to teach and minister divine life consistently to kingdom
citizens under its radar alongside making entreaties on their behalf.

Is any one of you sick? He should call the elders of the church to pray over him and
anoint him with oil in the name of the Lord. And the prayer offered in faith will make
the sick person well; the Lord will raise him up. If he has sinned, he will be forgiven.

James 5:14-15 NIV
THE REPRESENTATIONS OF GOD’S REFUGE

Embassies in this material world are sometimes used by refugees or citizens escaping from
either the rebels of the host country during war and other crisis. 1 The moment the refugee
gets through the embassy gates, the rebels know that they will have to turn back, because,
they have no right to that refugee as long as he is in the territory occupied by the embassy.
This is the kind of protection the church was made to offer people who are being harassed
by the devil and his agents. If only such victims could locate a kingdom embassy, a kingdom
oriented church, a group of fellow citizens with kingdom training, that torment will be dealt
with. That is why Jesus said in the opening verse “... I will build my church and the gates of
Hades will not overcome it” (Matt 16:18 NIV).

Right now, therefore, every time we get the chance, LET US WORK FOR THE BENEFIT OF
ALL, STARTING WITH THE PEOPLE closest to us IN THE COMMUNITY OF FAITH.



Gal 6:10 MSG
One of the duties of the embassy is to protect the citizens of its home country in the foreign
country. In much the same way, we as Christ’s embassage ought to protect the weak
citizens of our kingdom here on earth, by praying for them to grow from vulnerable citizens
who are ignorant of the kingdom and how it operates, into mature citizens who by reason
of training, have become ambassadors (Gal 4:19).

WELFARING OF KINGDOM CITIZENS

We (the church) are here to uphold the citizens of our country who are being suppressed
by the harsh circumstances of this world not only by teaching them the word which is good
and very crucial, but also by being of material benefit in a bid to ensure the welfare of such
kingdom citizens.

Then shall the King say unto them on his right hand, Come, ye blessed of my Father,
inherit the kingdom prepared for you from the foundation of the world: For I was an
hungred, and ye gave me meat: I was thirsty, and ye gave me drink: I was a stranger,
and ye took me in: Naked, and ye clothed me: I was sick, and ye visited me: I was in
prison, and ye came unto me. Then shall the righteous answer him, saying, Lord, when
saw we thee anhungred, and fed thee? or thirsty, and gave thee drink? When saw we
thee a stranger, and took thee in? or naked, and clothed thee? Or when saw we thee
sick, or in prison, and came unto thee? And the King shall answer and say unto them,
Verily I say unto you, Inasmuch as ye have done it unto one of the least of these my
brethren, ye have done it unto me.

Matt 25:34-40 KJV
Jesus has committed to the kingdom embassy, the core responsibility of expressing and
manifesting His love, care and compassion for the weak, sick, dejected folks in its reach.
This is why the church must embrace the weak, sick, battered, dejected, hungry and
homeless citizens, wash them and clean them up to truly represent the King of kings (Matt
25:40 NIV).

RESTORERS OF LOST IDENTITIES

Brethren, if any person is overtaken in misconduct or sin of any sort, YOU WHO ARE
SPIRITUAL [WHO ARE RESPONSIVE TO AND CONTROLLED BY THE SPIRIT] SHOULD SET
HIM RIGHT AND RESTORE AND REINSTATE HIM, without any sense of superiority and
with all gentleness, keeping an attentive eye on yourself, lest you should be tempted
also. Bear (endure, carry) one another’s burdens and troublesome moral faults, and in
this way fulfill and observe perfectly the law of Christ (the Messiah) and complete what
is lacking [in your obedience to it].

Gal 6:1 AMP
Another role of an embassy in the global community today is to issue new international
passports for its citizens in a foreign country, when such citizens, lose their passport or
want to obtain one. According to Wikipedia, a passport is a travel document usually issued
by a country’s government, which certifies the identity and nationality of its holder for the



purpose of international travel. A passport is often accepted in its country of issue and
elsewhere as a reliable proof of identity.19

If a national of the United Kingdom for example travels to another country, and for some
inexplicable reasons lost his passport in the foreign country, he would become stranded.
This is because the passport is what certifies his identity. The remedy would be for that
individual to report his predicament to the embassy of his home country (United Kingdom)
in the foreign soil and apply for another one. When that is done, the embassy would
process another passport for him in the foreign soil to enable him maintain his identity
especially when he wants to travel. The passport represents identity. In the kingdom of
God, there are kingdom citizens who are in a foreign soil (earth), but for some reason have
lost their identity. They have become exposed to sin, sickness, poverty, oppression, etc, due
to ignorance or loss of identity. The kingdom embassy (church) therefore, has a duty to
restore such kingdom citizens who have lost their identity by showing them who they are
in Christ and in the kingdom of God, where they belong.

For example, a kingdom citizen who lives in sin, sickness or failure, does so because he does
not know who he is (lost his passport- identity). Instead of condemning and rejecting that
individual, the kingdom oriented church would restore that citizen and give him his true
identity as a kingdom citizen (Gal 6:1). Kingdom citizens who know who they are (have not
lost their passports), don’t sin, don’t fail neither do they accommodate sickness in their
bodies because, they know their rights and obligations as citizens of a heavenly country.
Every kingdom citizen, who wants to live over and above the rigours of this present world,
must be in a church or fellowship where he would be trained, taught and discipled to know
his identity in Christ (Heb 10:25).

But if I tarry long, that thou mayest know how thou oughtest to behave thyself in the
house of God, which is the church of the living God, THE PILLAR AND GROUND OF THE
TRUTH.

1 Tim 3:15-16 KJV
The kingdom embassy is known as the pillar and ground of truth as it proffers accurate
knowledge of each kingdom citizen’s rights, obligations and identity. It explores the
kingdom constitution in a bid to give understanding to its citizens in the foreign country
who are prone to seeing themselves in the light of the circumstances of that country. For
example, when the economy of the earthly country where you reside becomes epileptic,
you may be prone to relate with the facts from the news media and other sources without
knowing when those facts begin to form strongholds in your mind that would make the
truths and realities of the heavenly kingdom and its unshakeable economy look like a
mirage to you. In such times the fellowship you share with the kingdom embassy is what
might deliver you from the circumstances of economic meltdown in that country amidst
your personal revelation of the kingdom constitution. This also further buttresses the need
for kingdom citizens not to sever links with the local church where they fellowship as long
as they are being adequately fed and catered for there.



CHAPTER FOUR

KINGDOM DIALECT
For anyone who speaks in a tongue does not speak to men but to God. Indeed, no one
understands him; he utters mysteries with his spirit. But everyone who prophesies
speaks to men for their strengthening, encouragement and comfort. He who speaks in
a tongue edifies himself, but he who prophesies edifies the church. I would like every
one of you to speak in tongues, but I would rather have you prophesy. He who
prophesies is greater than one who speaks in tongues, unless he interprets, so that the
church may be edified.

1 Cor 14:2-5 NKJV
From the study of the etymology, the word dialect was derived from the ancient Greek
word “dialektos”, and it refers to the local way of expressing oneself which derives from a
dominant language of a place, nation or country.20 In other words, a dialect is the variety of
a language that is characteristic of a particular area, community or group, often with
relatively minor differences in vocabulary, style, spelling and pronunciation. It is generally
considered that people who speak different dialects can understand each other, while
people who speak different languages cannot.21

I had the opportunity to sojourn in the eastern heartland of Nigeria, Imo state for one year
during my National Youth Service Corps (NYSC) program. One among the many discoveries
I made about the Igbo culture in my one year stay is the multifaceted nature of the Igbo
dialect. I noticed that there was a relatively minor difference between the dialect of the
Igbos from Imo state, and other Eastern states of Nigeria like Enugu, Anambra, Abia States,
etc.I confirmed this by my interaction with corps members from these different states, who
affirmed that though they were all Ibos by virtue of being Easterners, there was a slight
variance in the local dialects they speak and that regardless of the minor variance, they
could understand the different dialects to some reasonable extent. This finding helps to
buttress the concept of dialects. It means the Ibo language has several dialects which can be
relatively understood to some degree by anyone who can speak Ibo.

A dialect is a variety of a language that is distinguished from other varieties of the same
language by features of phonology, grammar, vocabulary and use by a group of speakers
who are set off from others geographically or socially.22 In the same vein, the kingdom of
heaven has a heavenly language which comprises of several dialects. This goes a long way
to explain why we don’t all sound the same way when we begin to pray in tongues as
kingdom citizens. In other words, one kingdom citizen’s tongue slightly differs from
another due to this phenomenon.

A HEAVENLY LANGUAGE

Every country has a language which they refer to as an official language. So also in our
heavenly country, we have a heavenly language which is characterised by similar but divers
dialect by which we commune with our King. This dialect is referred to as “tongues” in the
biblical context. It distinguishes kingdom citizens from the cultures of this world. It is an



indication, a sign of kingdom identity. When we commune with God using kingdom dialect,
what we speak as kingdom citizens is only understood by God. This is why the embassage,
Paul, declared:

For one who speaks in an [unknown] tongue speaks not to men but to God, for no one
understands or catches his meaning, because in the [Holy] Spirit he utters secret truths
and hidden things [not obvious to the understanding].

1 Cor 14:2 AMP
For anyone who speaks in a tongue does not speak to men but to God. Indeed, no one
understands him; he utters mysteries with his spirit.

1 Cor 14:2 NIV
Tongue is a spiritual language by which we commune and dialogue with God. It is not a
language that can be decoded by intellectual ability and that is why natural men do not
understand it. Only spiritual men who are inspired, given utterance (Acts 2:4), and taught
by the Holy Ghost can communicate with it.

We have not received the spirit of the world but the Spirit who is from God, that we may
understand what God has freely given us. This is what we speak, not in words taught us
by human wisdom but in words taught by the Spirit, expressing spiritual truths in
spiritual words.

1 Cor 2:12-13 NIV
The above verse reveals a remarkable truth of how we can be taught by the Holy Spirit to
understand spiritual things. It says we are taught not by the wisdom of man but by the
Spirit of God, as He expresses spiritual truths in spiritual words through us and to us via
kingdom dialect. When we pray in tongues we express deep mysteries with spiritual
communication, such that the languages of the earth lack enough vocabulary to verbalize.

NEW TONGUES: HEAVENLY LANGUAGE FOR HEAVENLY CITIZENS

And these signs will follow those who believe: In My name they will cast out demons;
they will speak with new tongues;

Mark 16:17 NKJV
And these attesting signs will accompany those who believe: in My name they will drive
out demons; they will speak in new languages;

Mark 16:17 AMP
Every true kingdom breed ought to speak kingdom dialect because it is a sign that indicates
and attests to their kingdom origin which was received at new birth. That is why the King
of kings said “and these attesting signs will accompany those who believe (kingdom
species): in my name.... they will speak in new languages;”

If you are a kingdom citizen (born again), you ought to receive the fullness of the Holy
Ghost with evidence of speaking in tongues (Acts 1:8;2:4). This is not to insinuate that the
inability of a kingdom citizen to speak in tongues would change his born again status but
because, among other benefits, it is an attesting sign for the true born again to show the



world his identity as a kingdom breed. A dialect is the most vivid and crucial key to identity
as it reveals ones communal identity, and either connects or divorces one from the larger
public.23 Even in our natural world today, one of the easiest ways to recognise and identify
a fellow kinsman or citizen is through his ability to speak the local dialect. This among
many explains the benefit of the kingdom dialect.

A MEANS OF COMMUNICATING KINGDOM MYSTERIES AMONG KINGDOM CITIZENS

Tongues can also be used as a means by which kingdom citizens communicate kingdom
truths with each other. And this is where many kingdom citizens miss it. When praying to
God, a kingdom citizen can express himself freely in the kingdom dialect knowing that God
understands his deepest desires as expressed in this heavenly language (1 Cor 14:2).
However, when tongues are used by a kingdom citizen as a way of communicating to
another kingdom citizen (in teaching),it is to be interpreted for all to understand.

I wish you all spoke with tongues, but even more that you prophesied; for he who
prophesies is greater than he who speaks with tongues, unless indeed he interprets,
that the church may receive edification

1 Cor 14:5 NKJV
Just as earthly kingdoms use dialects to communicate among themselves, kingdom citizens
can also use kingdom dialects (tongues), to communicate with one another. It means there
is a difference of use in context. When you use tongues as a prayer language to relate with
God, the Creator King, you do not have to interpret, except you want to receive a message
from the Spirit in intelligible words for your mind. This use is for personal edification.
However, when you are teaching, exhorting and edifying fellow citizens in the kingdom,
and you speak with tongues, you would be required to give the interpretation in a language
the brethren can understand, since you are trying to pass a message across to the church
for their edification, not to the King per se.

So it is with you. Since you are eager to have spiritual gifts, try to excel in gifts that
build up the church. For this reason anyone who speaks in a tongue should pray that he
may interpret what he says.

1 Cor 14:12-14 NIV
It is in this context the apostle Paul says prophecy is better than tongues (1 Cor. 14:5). He
was in no way saying kingdom citizens should discard the kingdom dialect (tongues). He
only implied that if you want to pass a message across to a fellow citizen, you would be
better off doing it in prophecy (which is inspired utterance spoken in a language that one’s
hearers can understand with their intellect), or interpreting your kingdom dialect (tongues
which is inspired utterance spoken in a spiritual language and is unintelligible to the mind
of one’s hearers), that they may be edified. In this sense the one who is able to interpret his
tongues when it is used in communicating to people in a teaching or preaching is greater
than the one who does not. It is the Spirit of the King that gives the interpretation.
Therefore, as we flow with the kingdom dialect and yield to the governance of the Spirit, we
would freely speak the kingdom dialect and interpret it when tongues is used for teaching
publicly.



A SPIRITUAL CHARGER

He who speaks in a tongue edifies himself, but he who prophesies edifies the church.
Cor 14:4 NKJV

The word “edifies” in the above verse comes from the Greek word “oikodomeo”.
Oikodomeo means to build up like an edifice, right up from the foundation.24 Apart from the
use of a dialect as a signpost for identification with ones place of origin, there are many
other benefits especially peculiar to the kingdom dialect that are not attributable to the
dialects in the earthly kingdoms. One of the benefits is that, it is a prayer language for the
kingdom citizen by which he charges himself up or builds himself up spiritually from
foundation into a mighty edifice. When your spirit is weak, you become vulnerable to
spiritual attacks (Eph 6:12). The way out of this spiritual vincibility is that you need to
communicate deep mysteries to the King by the kingdom dialect. And as you do so, you get
edified, charged up, built up, emboldened and made strong in the King and in the vigour of
His might.

GIBBERISH

Some kingdom citizens are leery of the use of the kingdom dialect because they do not
understand its use and its place. They say “how can I pray in a language I don’t
understand”. They even go ahead to call the kingdom dialect “gibberish”, but they are
wrong. The kingdom constitution (bible) says that when you speak in the kingdom dialect,
your mind will not know what you are saying because it is your spirit that’s praying (1 Cor
14:14).

However, you can ask the King for an interpretation if you want to receive a message for
your mind as you speak the kingdom dialect and you will get it (1 Cor 14:13).When you
speak kingdom dialect as a prayer language, you are communicating kingdom mysteries to
God in heaven where you came from, you are not talking to man on this earthly plane. This
exercise invigorates and emboldens the one who does it to be able to witness properly for
the Kingdom (Acts 1:8).

NOTE: This chapter is not intended to explain all the benefits of speaking in tongues, but
rather to unfold the mystery of tongues with respect to kingdom operations, and how it
was designed to operate as a communication medium for kingdom citizens. For more
details on tongues, please get the book titled “Tongues, Beyond the Upper Room”, by
Kenneth Hagin, and study it. That book is an extensive work on a substantial discovery
about the subject of tongues and a whole lot of its benefits.

HOLY SPIRIT - THE GIVER AND INTERPRETER OF THE DIALECT

All of them were filled with the Holy Spirit and began to speak in other tongues as the
Spirit enabled them.

Acts 2:4 NIV
The Holy Spirit is the giver of the utterance, not man. Kingdom dialect is not to be taught by
man in the sense of teaching a language class. The Holy Spirit is the giver, the teacher and



interpreter of the utterance (kingdom dialect). In order therefore, to speak kingdom dialect
you must desire to be filled of the Holy Ghost. This is where many miss it; they want the
tongues but do not desire to receive the giver. The first step to being enabled for kingdom
dialect is to receive the fullness of the Holy Spirit.

Do not get drunk on wine, which leads to debauchery. Instead, be filled with the Spirit.
Speak to one another with psalms, hymns and spiritual songs. Sing and make music in
your heart to the Lord, always giving thanks to God the Father for everything, in the
name of our Lord Jesus Christ.

Eph 5:18-20 NIV
If you are not filled with the Spirit and you are a kingdom citizen, you can receive it now if
you so desire. The power of the Holy Spirit is touching you right now. You can receive Him
right where you are. All you need is to believe and receive Him now by faith.

Say this prayer with hunger from your heart:

“Father, thank You for Your Spirit, which You have given to me freely, I receive this Holy
Spirit, in His fullness in Jesus name. I receive the ability to speak the kingdom dialect
(tongues) as an evidence of this fullness in Jesus name. Amen”.
Receive the Holy Ghost and be filled in the mighty name of Jesus! Go ahead and let the
kingdom dialect flow out of your innermost being (John 7:38-39). Do not resist it, the Holy
Ghost is right where you are and He is putting utterance in your lips with such a strong
anointing. Take it in Jesus name! Now let it flow, don’t stop right there, just keep speaking
by the inspiration of the Holy Ghost. It’s that simple. Glory to God!



CHAPTER FIVE

KINGDOM AMBASSADORS
Therefore, if anyone is in Christ, he is a new creation; the old has gone, the new has
come! All this is from God, who reconciled us to himself through Christ and gave us the
ministry of reconciliation: that God was reconciling the world to himself in Christ, not
counting men’s sins against them. And he has committed to us the message of
reconciliation. WE ARE THEREFORE CHRIST’S AMBASSADORS, as though God were
making his appeal through us. WE IMPLORE YOU ON CHRIST’S BEHALF: BE
RECONCILED TO GOD.

2 Cor 5:17-21 NIV
A lot of kingdom citizens bask in the rudimentary phase of kingdom life without ever taking
a step further to fulfilling the real purpose for their kingdom citizenship. This is a major
problem in the church on earth today. We have a lot of people who have been born again
for many years but have not experienced true maturity and advancement in their kingdom
walk. They are those who keep enjoying salvation benefits without ever knowing the true
purpose in the heart of the king, for which he gave them the kingdom. These set of people
have the mentality that relegates and isolates the work of the ministry to the ordained
ministers, the Apostles, Prophets, Evangelists, Pastors and Teachers alone. They preclude
themselves from taking spiritual responsibilities for spiritual growth and development.
They feel the pastors are the ones who should be grounded in the word, some feel only the
evangelists should win souls assiduously. They are only concerned about receiving the
goodies reserved for a citizen (the rights and privileges of kingdom citizens). They are only
interested in knowing what they can get from the kingdom and how they can get it. They
think getting born again or becoming a kingdom citizen was an end in itself without
recognising that it was only a means to an end. They never grow up unto maturity in the
things of God to the point of taking up the responsibility of soul winning without being
mechanised to do so. They keep coming to church gatherings to receive and get fed but go
back to their offices or homes without making any kingdom impact in their localised
environment. They only know that “old things have passed away and all things are become
new”, but they neglect the succeeding verses of 2 Cor 5:17, and have not come to know and
understand why God gave us, as kingdom citizens, a new life and made us new creatures
(kingdom species). Paul the Apostle explained it all; he captured our nature, essence, origin
and even our objective as kingdom species, in the opening verse. In telling us our nature, he
calls us new creatures. He then goes further to explain our origin and essence as new
creatures. Paul said “... all this is from God (the Creator King), who reconciled us to Himself
through Christ (the reigning King), and gave us the ministry of reconciliation, reconciling
the world to Him”. I love the way Amplified version renders 2 Cor 5:18, it says:

But all things are from God, Who through Jesus Christ reconciled us to Himself
[received us into favor, brought us into harmony with Himself] and gave to us the
ministry of reconciliation [THAT BY WORD AND DEED WE MIGHT AIM TO BRING
OTHERS INTO HARMONY WITH HIM].



Cor 5:18 AMP
We were saved, that by our lives, in word and deed we would aim at the target of bringing
others into harmony with God the Creator King. That, in a nutshell, explains what Paul went
further to establish. He then described himself and his company as Christ’s ambassadors in
verse 20, in other words the King’s ambassadors or Kingdom ambassadors. Glory to God! If
Paul the Apostle, calls himself and his team of missionaries, ambassadors it shows us
something. That we also like Paul and the other Disciples of Christ who are still alive in the
colony, are to be representatives of Christ here on earth. We represent the heavenly
government here on earth and we are also sent with a special message known as the gospel
of the kingdom (Luke 10:1, 9).

WHO IS A KINGDOM AMBASSADOR?

An ambassador is an official envoy, sent to another country or nation, as the resident
representative of his own home government. They are often sent for a special and temporal
diplomatic assignment.25 A kingdom ambassador therefore is a kingdom citizen who is an
official deployed or sent to another nation (earth) as a full representative of heaven’s
government. He hails from the kingdom of heaven by new birth and has been trained to
represent the government of heaven everywhere he finds himself in the earth. Since we
have established the truth that any who is born again becomes a citizen of a heavenly
country also called Zion, it invariably means that any earthly country you find yourself
whether by physical birth or by residence becomes a foreign country, in spiritual reality. So
it means kingdom ambassadors are sent by heaven’s government to the nations of this
terrestrial plane which is like a foreign country in the light of this revelation. By nations, I
mean people groups, tribes, organizations, etc, who share similar goals, values and visions.
For example, the music nation could be assigned a kingdom ambassador who will see to it
by his practices and dealings in that terrain that the will of the King and His kingdom
government prevails in his music network. It therefore means you do not have to be an
ordained pastor to be a kingdom ambassador. No matter your profession or vocation, let it
be known unto you that the King wants you there as an ambassador who will make known
His will and intents by your words and deeds to all in your terrain.

But thanks be to God, who always leads us in triumphal procession in Christ and
THROUGH US SPREADS EVERYWHERE THE FRAGRANCE OF THE KNOWLEDGE OF HIM.
FOR WE ARE TO GOD THE AROMA OF CHRIST AMONG THOSE WHO ARE BEING SAVED
AND THOSE WHO ARE PERISHING. To the one we are the smell of death; to the other, the
fragrance of life. And who is equal to such a task? Unlike so many, we do not peddle the
word of God for profit. On the contrary, in Christ we speak before God with sincerity,
LIKE MEN SENT FROM GOD.

2 Cor 2:14-17 NIV
One of the basic duties of an ambassador is to inform the host government of the interests
and policies, etc, of his nation, and also securing the host nation’s support, submission or
forbearance regarding his nation’s actions and interests.26 In much the same way, kingdom
ambassadors have been sent by God to spread everywhere they are deployed, the
knowledge of Him and His kingdom, informing the peoples of these host nations or zones



about the will, intents, interests, policies and concerns of the kingdom government which
they represent. This is done in a bid to garner the conversion and submission of these host
nations or individuals therein to heaven’s government and its will. That is what we do
when we preach the gospel everywhere we go. We are at such moments functioning as
kingdom ambassadors securing the submission of these souls under Christ’s will, purpose
and desire in God for them.

Kingdom ambassadors are men sent from God’s Kingdom and by God to represent Him as a
fragrance of His knowledge in different sectors of the society, from the economic, to
educational, to political, to agricultural, to the power sectors of the country where we have
been deployed by heaven’s government or the schools and offices where we have been
divinely positioned. We must begin to see our placement in different administrative blocks
of the society as a diplomatic set up by our home government (i.e. heaven’s) to exhibit
bilateral relations with this planet, thereby exerting influence over this terrestrial plane of
government. Kingdom ambassadors are sent by the King to spread the aroma, sweet smell
of His wisdom, power and influence to the perishing and the saved everywhere they go.

A TRUE REPRESENTATIVE

A dramatic event took place on Tuesday, 26 July 2016, during the screening of some
ambassadorial nominees by the Nigerian Senate committee on foreign affairs. It was
reported that some of the would-be ambassadors failed to sing or recite either the national
anthem or the pledge properly before the senate screening committee.27 The screening
committee members expressed shock, bemusement and embarrassment because these
career diplomats who had lofty aspirations of representing their country as ambassadors to
other countries could not successfully recite the country’s national anthem and the pledge
even though these are fundamental codes which expresses a nations value systems and
beliefs. This illustrates the fact that not every citizen of a country is qualified to be an
ambassador because not all can truly represent the core values of the sending state. As a
matter of fact, an ambassador is expected to be equipped with the basic knowledge of the
home country he represents. This is due to the fact that, it is the ambassadors’
responsibility to safeguard, protect and promote the image, reputation and interests of the
home country which he intends to represent.28 Every ambassador must be able to mirror
the basic tenets and values of his sending nation in order to be a true representative. To be
a kingdom ambassador, which is God’s will for every kingdom citizen, you have to be a
competent representative of the country you hail from. And for kingdom citizens that
country is the Kingdom of heaven, which is sometimes referred to as Zion. To be a
competent representative of the kingdom of heaven, one has to be well versed in the
knowledge and understanding of the fundamental values and ethos of the heavenly country
which he or she represents. This implies that he ought to have the basic information and
revelation of the desires, will and intents of the King whom he represents. Failure to meet
this requirement may void the ability to function effectively and proficiently as a true
kingdom ambassador.

CONVERSION OF FOREIGNERS AND ALIENS INTO CITIZENS, DISCIPLES AND CO-
LABOURERS IN THE KINGDOM



Therefore GO AND MAKE DISCIPLES OF ALL NATIONS, baptizing them in the name of the
Father and of the Son and of the Holy Spirit, and TEACHING THEM TO OBEY
EVERYTHING I HAVE COMMANDED YOU. And surely I am with you always, to the very
end of the age.

Matt 28:19-20 NIV
One of the very important roles saddled on the office of an ambassador or High
Commissioner of a commonwealth nation and the embassy or consulate is to issue
foreigners visas into their nations and to inform them about immigration, residence and
work permit provisions of their country.29 This would enable foreigners who gain or intend
to gain visa entry into the new country to receive the needed orientation that will lead
them to get a residence permit, work permit and other rights and privileges accruable to
such persons. Similarly, as an ambassador of the kingdom of heaven, it is your duty not only
to give people (foreigners) entrance into the kingdom (get them born again) but to also
disciple them and teach them what they require to live and work successfully in their newly
naturalised country (kingdom of heaven) and how to go about it. When we preach the
gospel to the lost souls imploring them on behalf of Christ our king to come into the
kingdom and to be reconciled to God, we are offering them (foreigners, strangers, aliens)
entrance and citizenship as ambassadors. Everyone who is not born again is without Christ
and is known as a foreigner and alien from the commonwealth of the kingdom. Such a
person is a stranger to the covenants of promise, having no hope, and without God in this
world (Eph 2:12). It means the kingdom citizenship of that unsaved family member of
yours, and of those in your sphere of influence is in your charge as an ambassador.
According to Matthew 28:19-20 above, the King wants us to preach the gospel of the
Kingdom to them; and also to disciple them or give them relevant guidance that will enable
them become productive co- labourers in the kingdom after they have become citizens.
That means that just as ambassadors provide foreigners legal entrance (visas) and work
permits under the auspices of the embassy, the kingdom ambassadors are to grant
foreigners, strangers and aliens of the kingdom entrance by getting them born again,
alongside the guidance and direction (in what the Bible refers to as discipleship), which
they need in order for them to become faithful workers in the kingdom. We ought to ensure
that those who get born again receive their work permits for service in the kingdom by
teaching and discipling them so that they will not become dormant in the kingdom. That is
what the Bible meant when it said, wherefore we receiving a kingdom which cannot be
moved, let us have grace, whereby we may serve God acceptably with reverence and godly
fear (Heb 12:28). In your home, office, locality and other spheres of influence, make it a
duty to witness for the Kingdom of God, tell them that the Kingdom of heaven has come
unto them, and see them become citizens of the Kingdom. Take your place as an
ambassador of Christ, make your family, friends and loved ones who may be strangers,
aliens and foreigners to this heavenly country, become fellow citizens and partakers of the
heavenly calling into this heavenly country. By praying for their salvation and preaching
the gospel of the Kingdom to them this would be achieved. Together, we can issue them
entrance into the Kingdom of heaven as citizens because we are ambassadors of the
Kingdom of heaven. Glory to God!



KINGDOM MESSAGE FOR KINGDOM AMBASSADORS

Every true envoy, who desires to be effective in his ambassadorial expedition, must
understand with utmost clarity the message which his government has assigned him to
deliver to his host nation if he wants to be effective as an ambassador. No ambassador
succeeds in conveying his home government’s message to a foreign nation and its
government without thoroughly knowing the content of the message and the purpose for
which he was given that message. When he knows the message with precision and
exactness, he acts in consonance with the will and intent of his country’s government and
communicates same to the foreign nation’s government with great tenacity and fervidity.
Likewise every kingdom ambassador must know his onions in order to effectively
communicate the mind of the King of kings, the message of his heavenly government, the
kingdom message.

This might sound a bit tough to hear, but the truth must be told, as a lot of Christians,
Muslims, Buddhists and several religious folks, have never really heard the message of the
kingdom. What some have ever heard is a distorted message that portrays Christianity as
the “best religion”. I call it a distorted message because Christianity was never a religion in
the first place. Jesus Christ did not come to start a religion but to re-establish the kingdom
which Adam lost, and to show the world the way into this kingdom.30

In understanding the kingdom, we must be able not only to understand what Christ the
King of kings did and the sacrifice He paid, but also understand why He did what He did
with respect to the kingdom of God. You see, what we call the gospel of Christ is not
necessarily the good news about the person of Christ and what He did, but it is in reality
about Christ, why He is what He is and why He did what He did. The answers to these
crucial questions would bring us to the whole essence of Christ’s first coming. It points us
to the Kingdom of Heaven, because He came to restore the kingdom of heaven back to man,
and He did all He did to show humanity the way into this kingdom which Adam lost. Please
don’t get me wrong. Knowing and learning about the person of Christ is fundamental and
very crucial for every kingdom citizen who wants to mature in the faith, however, it is not
enough to know just that. We need to add to that knowledge, a true and correct
understanding of Christ’s purpose and essence with respect to the kingdom in order to
truly function as effective kingdom ambassadors.

Many preachers preach about Christ without knowing what Christ preached. Many
believers claim to be focused on Jesus without knowing what Jesus focused on while He
walked the surface of the earth, and also without understanding what His priority was
(Matt 6:33). The first four books of the New Testament give a revealing insight into what
the bible means when it says “the gospel of Christ” by the way they were entitled. The titles
of these bible books are “the gospel according to Matthew”, “the gospel according to Mark”,
“the gospel according to Luke” and “the gospel according to John”. It therefore shows us
that Saint Matthew’s gospel or the gospel of Matthew is not necessarily the good news
about the person of Matthew, but actually, it connotes the gospel that Matthew heard Jesus
preach and the same goes for Mark, Luke and John. A meticulous study of the different
accounts of the four gospels in the New Testament reveals to us that they were centred and



focused on the life and message of Jesus Christ. And the life and message of Jesus Christ the
King of kings was geared towards restoring the kingdom of heaven over which He now
reigns as King of kings back to man, since man lost it when Adam delivered it to Satan. The
term gospel of Christ actually refers to the gospel Christ preached while on earth, and that
gospel which Christ preached while on earth is the gospel of the kingdom. The gospel of the
kingdom remains the only gospel as that was what Jesus preached, and that was what He
instructed us to preach as kingdom ambassadors. Even after His resurrection, He
emphatically instructed and taught His disciples (His first set of kingdom ambassadors),
what they must preach, and that was why He spent forty days with them expounding to
them things pertaining to the Kingdom of God. Further buttressing what Jesus gave His
attention to as His keynote and central theme.

After his suffering, he showed himself to these men and gave many convincing proofs
that he was alive. He appeared to them over a period of forty days and SPOKE ABOUT
THE KINGDOM OF GOD.

Acts 1:3 NIV
This is the true message every kingdom citizen and ambassador must understand and
convey to his nation, sphere of influence, and place of deployment in order to fulfil God’s
kingdom mandate. It means like Philip did, we would preach Christ unto those to whom we
are sent (Acts 8:5). How? By proclaiming the good news of the Kingdom of God and the
name of Jesus Christ as Philip did (Acts 8:12 AMP).

THE MESSAGE OF THE KING

During His earthly ministry, Jesus the King of kings always preached the kingdom of God.
He spoke more about the kingdom of God than any other subject of discourse. From His
very first message, He never taught without using a kingdom focused approach in His
teaching.

When Jesus heard that John had been put in prison, he returned to Galilee. Leaving
Nazareth, he went and lived in Capernaum, which was by the lake in the area of
Zebulun and Naphtali ...FROM THAT TIME ON JESUS BEGAN TO PREACH, REPENT, FOR
THE KINGDOM OF HEAVEN IS NEAR.

Matthew 4:12-13, 17 NIV
You see, before Jesus came to earth, the Israelites were far from the kingdom of God due to
Adam’s disobedience. They lost the kingdom, but Jesus brought it back and this time, not
only to them but to the whole world. That was why He said in the verse above, “....the
kingdom of heaven is near”. He wanted them to repent, that is, to change their way of
thinking, and begin to think in terms of the kingdom of heaven. This is because he had come
to re-establish it and make it possible for sinful man to become righteous by faith and to
become a citizen of the kingdom, if he would believe in Him and His finished work.

Everywhere Jesus ministered, He preached the kingdom, and when He did, healings,
miracles, signs and wonders followed to the wonderment of all.

Jesus went throughout Galilee, teaching in their synagogues, PREACHING THE GOOD



NEWS OF THE KINGDOM, AND HEALING every disease and sickness among the people.
Matt 4:23 NIV

Jesus went through all the towns and villages, teaching in their synagogues,
PREACHING THE GOOD NEWS OF THE KINGDOM AND HEALING every disease and
sickness.

Matt 9:35 NIV
The healings and miracles Jesus performed were not done by Jesus to show or prove how
anointed He was. They were to prove and show to the people that the kingdom of God has
come unto them. In other words, a new government is running things here. That was why
He was anointed in the first place. A lack of this understanding has led to a selfish crave for
power and anointing without purpose and direction and this has also led to the abuse of the
anointing in our days. Only a kingdom oriented child of God and a kingdom ambassador,
can use the power of God to the glory and praise of His name. In the book of Matthew, Jesus
performed a miracle, and the Pharisees in a bid to sweep under the carpet, the miraculous
wonder which had become the talk of the town, ascribed Jesus’ power to satan. Jesus’
response is very illuminating as seen below.

Then they brought him a demon-possessed man who was blind and mute, and Jesus
healed him, so that he could both talk and see. All the people were astonished and said,
“Could this be the Son of David? But when the Pharisees heard this, they said, It is only
by Beelzebub, the prince of demons, that this fellow drives out demons. Jesus knew
their thoughts and said to them, Every kingdom divided against itself will be ruined,
and every city or household divided against itself will not stand. If Satan drives out
Satan, he is divided against himself. How then can his kingdom stand? And if I drive out
demons by Beelzebub, by whom do your people drive them out? So then, they will be
your judges. BUT IF I DRIVE OUT DEMONS BY THE SPIRIT OF GOD, THEN THE KINGDOM
OF GOD HAS COME UPON YOU.

Matt 12:22-28 NIV
Every act of the miraculous is evidence that the government of heaven is in charge and that
the illegal reign of satan in that situation, place or person has been toppled by anointed and
appointed kingdom envoys who represent the King and His Kingdom, this therefore
enables the will and order of heaven’s government to be enforced through them. The
victims of oppression, frustration, depression, stagnation, retrogression and all the
negations of the devil are discharged from his subjugation. In explaining the reason behind
such display of power, they say, “this is to show you that the government of heaven has
come unto you”, or “to make you know that the kingdom of God has come unto you”.

And HEAL THE SICK that are therein, AND SAY UNTO THEM, THE KINGDOM OF GOD IS
COME NIGH UNTO YOU.

Luke 10:9 KJV
Also, Jesus was so passionate about the kingdom that He didn’t want any city, town, village
or hamlet to be left out from hearing about the kingdom, even at the expense of temporal
fame. He knew why He was sent and always reminded Himself and the people around Him



about it. Every kingdom ambassador must know why he was sent, what he was sent to
deliver and where he was sent if he must deliver on his assignment effectively. Every
kingdom citizen is expected to grow into a kingdom ambassador sent into the world to
legislate and administrate as a kingdom ambassador. Whether to the doctors, nurses,
military, air force, navy, to the market women or anywhere he finds himself. The bottom
line is you must know the where, what and why of your ambassadorial assignment to be
able to do the King’s bidding as a kingdom ambassador.

At daybreak Jesus went out to a solitary place. The people were looking for him and
when they came to where he was, they tried to keep him from leaving them. BUT HE
SAID, I MUST PREACH THE GOOD NEWS OF THE KINGDOM OF GOD TO THE OTHER
TOWNS ALSO, BECAUSE THAT IS WHY I WAS SENT.

Luke 4:42-44 NIV
It is easier to reach people in your immediate sphere of influence. Kingdom ambassadors
do not wait for an ordained “pastor” to come preach to the lady in his office who is an alien,
foreigner or non citizen of the kingdom of heaven when they know they have the
opportunity to do so. He sees himself as “sent”, wherever he finds himself localised. He
might be a soldier in the army but would see himself as an ambassador of the Kingdom sent
to fellow military men to “kingdomise” them for the Kingdom.

Sometime in the year 2016, I was travelling from Plateau State, Nigeria down to the South
of Nigeria by road, and at a military check point, my vehicle was stopped and after the
routine check, the soldier who stopped us, peeked and peeped into the vehicle and smiled
at us who were in the vehicle. I personally began to wonder what would follow because I
had heard of some highhanded punishments inflicted on questionable road users by some
soldiers at military check points. My heart skipped a few beats as I thought it was going to
be the dreaded encounter I had always heard about and if so I wondered who would be the
victim and what his error would have been. But to my greatest amazement and amusement,
this soldier handed me a gospel tract for all the passengers and invited us to his church. I
was inspired and overawed by that gesture. I had never seen a soldier on the high way
extend such a gesture to road travelers. I said to myself: “this man understands what it
means to be an ambassador. He had come to see his military appointment and deployment
not just as a means for performing his normal military duty, but as an avenue to reach out
to the unreached within his sphere of contact”. He had understood that he was sent as an
ambassador and was not going to allow the taxing and demanding nature of his job
preclude him from fulfilling it. I then came up with two inferences. One, that no kingdom
citizen has an excuse of profession or vocation not to be an ambassador for the kingdom as
long as it is a legitimate profession or vocation; and two, you do not need to preach from a
pulpit to spread the gospel of the kingdom because not everyone is sent to reach people
from the pulpit. I kept on meditating on that drama and my thoughts exactly was that if
there was a dubious character, or a highway robber in that vehicle or any such vehicle, who
receives that shocking gesture, he would at least get an opportunity to think twice and
change his ways, accepting Jesus into his heart via the gospel tract. Who knows what that
kind kingdom gesture would have curbed?



Yours may be to reach people from your office as a medical consultant. I have a doctor
friend by the name Doctor Isaiah Akinlade, he is so passionate for souls and we had a nice
time together making kingdom oriented impact in my one year sojourn at Imo State. Being
a very gifted and intelligent doctor, he uses his gift to reach people. He gets more people
born again from his office desk than he could from a pulpit. No kingdom alien (unsaved
person) comes to him for medical attention without hearing the kingdom gospel conveyed
along with the medical attention he came for. Most of such folks get born again and receive
the Holy Ghost with evidence of tongues (kingdom dialect) in his office. They meet him with
health challenges and leave his office transformed, blood bought, blood washed and Spirit-
filled; and sometimes they receive their healing via prayers where the medical assistance
they bargained for cannot suffice. What a kingdom oriented life. That’s the life of kingdom
ambassadors.

Most of the parables of Jesus Christ, the King had the Kingdom of God as its keynote and
central focus.

Jesus told them ANOTHER PARABLE: THE KINGDOM OF HEAVEN IS like a man who
sowed good seed in his field.

Matt 13:24 NIV
Jesus took the twelve with Him as He began to prepare them to become kingdom
ambassadors and the only message He gave them was the gospel of the kingdom.

After this, JESUS TRAVELLED ABOUT from one town and village to another,
PROCLAIMING THE GOOD NEWS OF THE KINGDOM OF GOD. THE TWELVE WERE WITH
HIM,

Luke 8:1 NIV
The first set of ambassadors Jesus commissioned was His twelve disciples and the King was
specific as to the message to be conveyed by these envoys. The message Jesus sent the
ambassadors to carry was clear, it was the gospel message of the Kingdom (Matt 10:7 NIV).
He emphasised it right from when He started preaching on earth, and sent His first
emissaries with the same message.

When Jesus had called the Twelve together, he gave them power and authority to drive
out all demons and to cure diseases, AND HE SENT THEM OUT TO PREACH THE
KINGDOM OF GOD and to heal the sick.

Luke 9:1-2 NIV
These twelve Jesus sent out with the following instructions... AS YOU GO, PREACH THIS
MESSAGE: THE KINGDOM OF HEAVEN IS NEAR.

Matt 10:5,7 NIV
No ambassador or emissary has the right to deliver his own opinions, or his personal
perspectives concerning a matter he was sent to dialogue on when on an ambassadorial
mission for his home government. He is bound only to convey the will, desires, perspectives
and opinions of his government which sent him. His sole mandate is to deliver the mind of
his government in its highest and purest form without any alterations or adulterations, a



failure of which would lead to consequences. Apostle Paul, an emissary who was not among
the first order of ambassadors that walked with Jesus physically during His earthly
ministry, but is known as the one who laboured more abundantly among them, was a man
with depth of understanding and great insights of the King and His kingdom. He also
majored on the gospel of the Kingdom as the central theme of His message.

However, I consider my life worth nothing to me, if only I may finish the race and
complete the task the Lord Jesus has given me the task of testifying to the gospel of
God’s grace. Now I know that NONE OF YOU AMONG WHOM I HAVE GONE ABOUT
PREACHING THE KINGDOM will ever see me again.

Acts 20:24-25 NIV
In this scripture Paul spoke about the gospel of God’s grace, but notice that he summed it
up in his next words to be the preaching of the kingdom because the kingdom of God was
always his keynote message and the central theme of his teachings and writings. The
revelation of the grace of God is a vital aspect of the gospel of the kingdom of God. The
grace of God has to be testified about with kingdom orientation and understanding for it to
be sound doctrine, and that was how Paul taught it (Titus 2:11-12). Some folks misinterpret
the teaching of God’s grace and forgiveness relegating it ignorantly to a cover for sin, a
“safety jacket” or a “bullet proof” for deliberate wrong lifestyle and malicious practices due
to a wrong understanding of kingdom concept. The Bible when studied from a generic
perspective speaks of grace as the divine ability to exert kingdom rule over sin and Satan,
and to do the will of the King. Paul was so passionate about the kingdom message that he
would preach it from morning till evening and not tire out, neither would the people who
he preached to get wearied or bored, because kingdom message is inexhaustibly refreshing.
Paul was a kingdom ambassador indeed.

They arranged to meet Paul on a certain day, and came in even larger numbers to the
place where he was staying. FROM MORNING TILL EVENING HE EXPLAINED AND
DECLARED TO THEM THE KINGDOM OF GOD and tried to convince them about Jesus
from the Law of Moses and from the Prophets.

Acts 28:23 NIV
The ministry and life of Paul as a kingdom envoy started and ended with him preaching the
Kingdom of God and the King Jesus Christ. The last verse of the book of Acts shows it below.

For two whole years Paul stayed there in his own rented house and welcomed all who
came to see him. BOLDLY AND WITHOUT HINDRANCE HE PREACHED THE KINGDOM OF
GOD and taught about the Lord Jesus Christ.

Acts 28:30-31 NIV
Jesus used every effort in His earthly ministry to teach, preach and reveal the kingdom of
God. It was His focus and priority, and should be same for every kingdom ambassador.
Jesus’ statement to kingdom emissaries was always instructive as to what message they
should convey to the different nations, races, organizations, groups and peoples to whom
they are sent.



AND THIS GOSPEL OF THE KINGDOM WILL BE PREACHED IN THE WHOLE WORLD as a
testimony to all nations, and then the end will come.

Matt 24:14 NIV
“This gospel” and no other must be preached. That was the King’s command and it behoves
every kingdom ambassador to heed this directive if they want to speed the return of Jesus
the King.

THE KINGDOM AMBASSADOR’S RIGHT AND AUTHORITY

The seventy returned with joy, saying, Lord, even the demons are subject to us in your
name.

Luke 10:17 AMP
Every ambassador is granted the exclusive right and authority to function as the legal
representative of the government that sent him. It means he has the plenipotentiary
powers, that is, full authority, to act in the stead of his government.31

This was exactly what played out in the above verse. Jesus gave the seventy envoys a
message to deliver in Israel at that time. It was the gospel message of the Kingdom of God
(Luke 10:9 NIV). He knew that these ambassadors would not be able to pass this message
across successfully without authority, so He gave them a right, an authority that is
otherwise known as the power of attorney, to function in His name.

THE POWER OF ATTORNEY

In legal terms, power of attorney is known as the legal authorization of one person to act as
the agent of another in private affairs, business and governmental matters.32 As kingdom
ambassadors we have such an authorization given us by the government of heaven to act
on its behalf, and that power of attorney is the matchless name of Jesus. In Luke 10:1, some
set of envoys were appointed by the King of kings and from verse two to sixteen, we see
how they were briefed on their assignments, how they were told to deliver it, how they
were to comport and conduct themselves on the ambassadorial mission for which they
were being deployed. When these kingdom diplomats went, they came back rejoicing, they
were awestruck at the kind of results they got. The following conversation ensued:

The seventy-two returned with joy and said, LORD, EVEN THE DEMONS SUBMIT TO US
IN YOUR NAME. He replied, I saw Satan fall like lightning from heaven. I HAVE GIVEN
YOU AUTHORITY to trample on snakes and scorpions and to overcome all the power of
the enemy; nothing will harm you. HOWEVER, DO NOT REJOICE THAT THE SPIRITS
SUBMIT TO YOU, BUT REJOICE THAT YOUR NAMES ARE WRITTEN IN HEAVEN. At that
time Jesus, full of joy through the Holy Spirit, said, I praise you, Father, Lord of heaven
and earth, because you have hidden these things from the wise and learned, and
revealed them to little children. Yes, Father, for this was your good pleasure. All things
have been committed to me by my Father. No one knows who the Son is except the
Father, and no one knows who the Father is except the Son and those to whom the Son
chooses to reveal him. Then he turned to his disciples and said privately, blessed are
the eyes that see what you see. FOR I TELL YOU THAT MANY PROPHETS AND KINGS



WANTED to see what you see but did not see it, and to hear what you hear but did not
hear it.

Luke 10:17-24 NIV
This conversation reveals kingdom operation with respect to the power of attorney and
authority wielded by kingdom ambassadors. Let’s examine the dialogue more closely.
Notice Jesus’ response to these envoys, He explains why the demons are subject to them in
His name, He tells them He has given them authority (a legal authorization) to act in His
stead, to dominate the forces of darkness (snakes and scorpions) and to overcome or
overthrow all the power (abilities) of the enemy. This legal authorization is the name of
Jesus Christ, which is the power of attorney given to us as kingdom citizens and kingdom
ambassadors, to act in the King’s stead. He further explains why we get the God kind of
results when we pray in the name of Jesus. He says it is because we are acting on His behalf
that is why we get the response the King would have got had He gone personally. Observe
carefully Jesus’ next words, it’s not an ordinary statement, but a kingdom statement. Jesus
told them not to rejoice that demons were subject to them but to rejoice that their names
were written in heaven. Remember heaven is the home country where Jesus came from
(John 8:23). What Jesus was trying to tell them is that no ambassador gets excited at the
level of respect, attention, adoration and submission he gets in a foreign nation when on a
diplomatic outing because, he gets all that by reason of the fact that his name is recorded in
his home countries list of citizens and ambassadors. He gets all that response not
necessarily because they like him but because of the authority he wields, and that authority
is a result of the fact that his name is written in his home country’s record as a citizen and
ambassador from that country. For example, the United Kingdom ambassador to Nigeria
does not get the kind of adulation and respect he gets because the Nigerian government
likes him but because of the British authority he wields as a British citizen and ambassador.
They respect the Queen and the Prime Minister of England, so he gets treated with some
diplomatic caution. Therefore if any ambassador must glory or rejoice, he must do so
because he is privileged to be a citizen and a diplomatic official of a reputable nation not
necessarily because he got treated nicely on foreign soil. As a matter of fact he gets treated
nicely because the foreign government has no choice as the ambassador represents the
highest authority of his government. Any form of maltreatment of an ambassador could
result in a diplomatic war and no right thinking government wants that especially with a
nation known for brute war force or of higher powers. It was in this regard Jesus the King
was speaking to kingdom ambassadors. When we perform miracles and cast out devils and
see all kinds of wonders take place through us, our joy should be on the fact that our names
are written in heaven’s record of kingdom citizens and ambassadors. Jesus concluded the
dialogue by saying even prophets and earthly kings at that time had not had such a
privilege to wield the power of attorney, the name of Jesus. What a privilege and honour we
have as kingdom ambassadors to use the name of Jesus and to have these things revealed
unto us.

The authority we have in the name of Jesus is far reaching. In that name we can ask
anything and receive, because we are kingdom ambassadors. Ambassadors do not lack
anything even when in another country as long as he is on diplomatic mission and has not



breached the diplomatic contract with his home government. In much the same way,
kingdom ambassadors do not have any needs unmet as long as they act within the borders
of their ambassadorial mandate. If you are reading this book as a kingdom citizen and you
still live in sickness, poverty and lack, know that the will of the King is for every kingdom
citizen to be a kingdom ambassador, and to take advantage of the authority given them to
act in the name of Jesus. With this authority comes divine provision for everything
including physical and material, which he requires for effective accomplishment of his
ambassadorial task. Kingdom ambassadors get funded and financed by heaven’s
government and hence, are not affected by the economic woes of the foreign country they
are sent to. If you, as a kingdom citizen are being swallowed up by the economic conditions
of the earthly country where you were deployed as an ambassador, it is either you are not
functioning as a kingdom ambassador there, or you do not know what belongs to you as an
emissary. Hear the words of the King:

And I will do whatever you ask in my name, so that the Son may bring glory to the
Father. You may ask me for anything in my name, and I will do it.

John 14:13 NIV
In that same authority, they would cast out devils, heal the sick, cleanse the lepers and get
results like Him (Matt 10:7-9). The kingdom message, backed up with the authority of the
King of kings is what brings about healing, protection, provision, deliverance, salvation, etc.
That means, when we preach the gospel of the kingdom of heaven to the lost, and we
understand the authority we have as ambassadors, no sickness or demon operating on
those, to whom we witness to, can resist us. The authority that we have as ambassadors of
Christ or kingdom ambassadors enables and ennobles us to overcome all the power of the
enemy (Luke 10:19 NIV).

“....In my name they will drive out demons...”
Mark 16:17 NIV

Philip demonstrated the direct correlation among the kingdom ambassador, the kingdom
message and the power of attorney which he wielded when he went to Samaria.

But when they believed Philip as he preached the good news of the kingdom of God and
the name of Jesus Christ, they were baptized, both men and women.

Acts 8:12 NIV
In Samaria, lots of miracles, signs and wonders were recorded as demons were said to
come out of their victims shrieking because of the kingly dominion Philip exercised with
the power of attorney given to kingdom ambassadors in the name of Jesus (Acts 8:6-13).It
means that if you, as a kingdom citizen, accept the responsibility to be Christ’s ambassador,
you will always overcome the resistance of the evil one anytime and anywhere as long as
you put the authority to use. You will be a constant and consistent threat to the devil.

Here’s a word from Paul the embassage on the use of the power of attorney for kingdom
ambassadors.

And whatever you do or say, DO IT AS A REPRESENTATIVE OF THE LORD JESUS, giving



thanks through him to God the Father.
Col 3:17 NLT

THE KINGDOM AMBASSADOR’S PROTECTION AND SECURITY PROVISION

I have given you authority TO TRAMPLE ON SNAKES AND SCORPIONS and to overcome
all the power of the enemy; NOTHING WILL HARM YOU.

Luke 10:19 NIV
This scripture reference captures one of the numerous statements by which the King of
kings assures kingdom ambassadors of His security plan for their safety and protection.
The verse is better understood when equated and linked to a Psalm of David, the king after
God’s heart.

FOR HE WILL COMMAND HIS ANGELS CONCERNING YOU to guard you in all your ways;
they will lift you up in their hands, so that you will not strike your foot against a stone.
YOU WILL TREAD UPON THE LION AND THE COBRA; YOU WILL TRAMPLE THE GREAT
LION AND THE SERPENT. Because he loves me, says the Lord, I will rescue him; I WILL
PROTECT HIM, FOR HE ACKNOWLEDGES MY NAME.

Ps 91:11-14 NIV
Another interesting truth about ambassadors is that, every ambassador has special security
agents assigned to him, mostly from his home government. These security agents protect
him and all that pertains to him in the foreign country he is sent to, ensuring that no harm
comes to him. As envoys of the heavenly government sent to the world, we have heavenly
security agents assigned to us. They are called the host of the army of the Lord or the Lord’s
host, also known as angels. These angels are special military personnel deployed from
heaven to aid and protect us, and all that concerns us as we carry out our assignment.

The angel of the Lord encamps around those who fear him, and he delivers them.
Ps 34:7-8 NIV

That means we are not alone and should fear nothing. Elisha had an understanding of this
and it worked for him when the Aramean soldiers came to harass him in Israel because he
had foiled their evil plot against the Jewish nation by the gift of the Spirit. Little did the
Aramean soldiers know that they were up against heaven’s military troop which had been
deployed to ensure the protection of the man of God.

When the servant of the man of God got up and went out early the next morning, an
army with horses and chariots had surrounded the city. “Oh, my lord, what shall we
do?” the servant asked. “DON’T BE AFRAID,” THE PROPHET ANSWERED. “THOSE WHO
ARE WITH US ARE MORE THAN THOSE WHO ARE WITH THEM.” And Elisha prayed, “O
Lord, open his eyes so he may see.” THEN THE LORD OPENED THE SERVANT’S EYES, AND
HE LOOKED AND SAW THE HILLS FULL OF HORSES AND CHARIOTS OF FIRE ALL AROUND
ELISHA.

2 Kings 6:15-17 NIV
This dramatic event is a shadow of what kingdom ambassadors are entitled to now, as they



go about their ambassadorial duties. All they require to make this provision manifest is for
them to be conscious of this reality and apply it by faith in the name of Jesus. Those who
acknowledge God’s name and apply the understanding get their assigned security agents
activated for service. David is a typical example of a man who understood the army of the
Lord. He withstood Goliath for defying the host of the army of the Lord because he knew
they were not to be taken for granted.

David said to the Philistine, “YOU COME AGAINST ME WITH SWORD AND SPEAR AND
JAVELIN, BUT I COME AGAINST YOU IN THE NAME OF THE LORD ALMIGHTY, THE GOD OF
THE ARMIES OF ISRAEL, WHOM YOU HAVE DEFIED. This day the Lord will hand you over
to me, and I’ll strike you down and cut off your head. Today I will give the carcasses of
the Philistine army to the birds of the air and the beasts of the earth, and the whole
world will know that there is a God in Israel. All those gathered here will know that it is
not by sword or spear that the Lord saves; for the battle is the Lord’s, and he will give
all of you into our hands.”

1 Sam 17:45-47 NIV
David operated in the name of the God of the armies of Israel, and that name is Jesus Christ
(Psalm 91:14). In David’s days, the name of God had not been revealed as Jesus Christ.
However, as he acknowledged God’s name by spiritual discernment and functioned with it
by understanding, David was able to attract the military attention of heaven in favour of
Israel on that day and he got results. It therefore means that if kingdom ambassadors in
this dispensation where the name of Jesus Christ has been revealed, should act with this
same understanding, they would always be victorious in divers battles of life (1 Cor. 15:57).

You do not have to be an ordained minister to be an envoy of Christ. You can represent the
kingdom anywhere, in your home, community, workplace, etc. It means for instance, that as
a Medical Doctor, when you come across a patient who is not a kingdom citizen, you do not
have to go and call your local church pastor, to get your patient born again because that
hospital is your assigned territory. You just issue him entrance into the kingdom as an
ambassador who has been ennobled with that ability, by getting him born again and casting
out any torment in his life, using the power of attorney given you as an ambassador of
heaven’s government. Receive all the blessings of ambassadors today as you commit
yourself to the task of kingdom expansion in Jesus name. Amen!



CHAPTER SIX

KINGDOM COLONY
I have given them your word and the world has hated them, for they are not of the
world any more than I am of the world. My prayer is not that you take them out of the
world but that you protect them from the evil one. They are not of the world, even as I
am not of it .Sanctify them by the truth; your word is truth. As you sent me into the
world, I have sent them into the world.

John 17:14-18 NIV
A colony is a settlement of a group of emigrants who move to a new place, but remain
legally, culturally and otherwise tied to their original place of origin.33 When a kingdom
takes a new territory either by conquest or some other means, its goal is to make that
territory exactly like the kingdom. This is done with the aim of transforming the distant
land to be a direct reflection of the home country in its mindset, culture and lifestyle. This
was exactly what Jesus was talking about when He made the prayer outlined in the opening
verse. When He said I have given them your word, He was talking about the kingdom
constitution; when He said they are not of the world anymore He was speaking about their
change of origin which would be consummated by His death, burial and resurrection. Just
the way a king sends its citizens who are faithful, loyal and dependable to colonise a newly
conquered territory, Jesus sent His disciples into the world to colonise the world. It started
from twelve and now we have over one billion disciples of Jesus the King all over the world
and are expected to play assigned roles in this great kingdom colony.

The Roman Empire had a way of ascertaining a pervasive and overriding influence over its
colonies. When the Romans took a new territory by conquest, they planted a good number
of their own citizens, a group of about 300 people, and a larger number of allies. This would
constitute what can be called a “little Rome”. The little Rome had its own constitution
which was the Roman constitution, and the inhabitants of the newly conquered territory
had to conform to this new government and its constitution. By this method of “little
Romes”, the culture and values of the Roman Empire made a rapid spread and had a
seismic impact on Europe.34 This is a typical historical illustration of the concept of
kingdom colony. The essence of establishing kingdom colony on earth was to: make the
earth become an extension of heaven; make the nations of the earth a prototype of the
original country which is heavenly; represent the values, morals, and manners of heaven on
earth and to manifest the culture and lifestyle of heaven here on earth.35

The King of kings, Jesus the ruler of the kingdom of heaven introduced a similar method on
earth when He conquered the world. He planted over 500 disciples in Israel after His
resurrection (1 Cor 15:6), empowering 120 disciples after his second ascension particularly
enabling them to witness to others, the kingdom gospel and also to model kingdom culture
in such a manner that would evolve into mass colonization of this terrestrial ball called
earth (Acts 1:8, 15). These disciples were strategically located to colonise the world. A
handful of these disciples were reported to have filled Jerusalem with their teachings- the
constitution of the kingdom of heaven (Acts 5:28 NIV).



COLONISING ALL THE NATIONS OF THE EARTH TO BE A REFLECTION OF GOD’S
KINGDOM

“Then Jesus came to them and said, All authority in heaven and on earth has been given
to me. Therefore go and make disciples of all nations...”

Matt 28:18-19 NIV
The word “nations” in the above verse, comes from the Greek word “ethnos”.36 It is
interesting to note that the English word “ethnic” was derived from “ethnos”. Ethnos
therefore, means a set of people of the same group, goals, profession, tribe, company,
ethnicity, nation who are associated or living together. It means for example, if you are an
Engineer, your “ethnos” is the field of engineering or the company where you work. You
ought to colonise that company, that field with kingdom oriented ways of thinking, talking,
acting and doing things, such that your company becomes a reflection of heaven’s
government. You ought to raise disciples there with the mindset, culture and lifestyle of the
heavenly country. You don’t have to be an ordained minister to achieve that. All you need is
to be a kingdom citizen by being born again, and learning the ethos and values of the
kingdom through the word of God, thereby becoming a visible and exemplary kingdom
model for all in your ethnos. Every kingdom citizen has a pulpit through which he can reach
people with kingdom gospel. Your place of work could be your pulpit, your excellent
performance at school could be your pulpit, and your home could be your pulpit. Ask God
to show you your pulpit if you don’t know yours. You might never get on the altar of a
church to deliver a sermon. But if you are a true breed of the kingdom, you would raise
disciples from your ethnos and sphere of influence. Be a blessing as you live a kingdom
driven life in Jesus name!

WHY SOME COLONISTS FAIL

Do not conform to the pattern of this world, but be transformed by the renewing of
your mind. Then you will be able to test and approve what God’s will is - his good,
pleasing and perfect will.

Rom 12:2 NIV
As kingdom citizens in a foreign country, we are prone to be influenced by the thinking
pattern of our earthly country but that is only possible when we are oblivious of the
kingdom constitution (the word of God). Kingdom citizens who are invariably on earth to
colonise for the kingdom of heaven are expected to be well acquainted with the
constitution of the king. Any citizen of the kingdom, who is on a mission to colonise, must
not be ignorant of the heavenly constitution- the word. If such citizen is ignorant, he will be
influenced by the system of the world which he ought to change. Every kingdom citizen is
saddled with a personal responsibility to develop his self to be a kingdom ruled citizen of
heaven by learning the word unto maturity and when this happens he would find it easy to
colonise anywhere he has been deployed for the kingdom without being influenced by the
culture of the unconverted. This explains why Jesus spent more than three years
transforming the minds of a few disciples such that when He’s not around them physically
they would not be swayed by the rebellious influence of the colony.



When the British Empire colonised Nigeria where I spent my formative years, Nigerians
sang the anthem of Great Britain in honour of the British Crown, they dressed like Brits,
drank hot tea like them and even began to talk and think like them. In the light of this,
kingdom citizens from a heavenly country ought not to play or sing songs that are not
consistent with the revelation of the Jesus the King, and His kingdom. This is because the
world as a colony of God’s kingdom is supposed to sing our anthem, play our songs and
speak our language. If we are still struggling with not being influenced by worldly artiste
and their ill-cultured songs, when we ought to influence them with our songs and lifestyle,
then we are not colonising that region as we ought. The world ought to conform to us and
not us to them.

That also means our kingdom oriented songs ought not to be only for church use, but for
world use as well, just the way the British anthem was not confined to the Brits but to all in
the colony over which it had territorial authority. That means through our kingdom
musical artistes who are professionals in the field, we can colonise the music industry in
such a way that the perverted worldly artistes and their fans would be discipled by the
kingdom oriented artistes by the application and understanding of kingdom concept. The
king, Jesus does not want our kingdom music to be only for church use, just the way the
British did not limit their culture to themselves but colonised Nigeria with it. He wants our
kingdom melody to take over the clubs and pubs, yes! People will go there to “catch fun”,
but because our kingdom gospel has not been restricted to the church halls and crusade
grounds, they will be reached by the power of the kingdom. This is too big for the religious
mind. Jesus says this gospel of the kingdom must be preached to all nations (Matt 24:14).
That means people groups of all kinds and sizes, whether in clubs, pubs, schools, cities,
nations, etc. Remember though, that if you are not grounded in the word (kingdom
constitution), and you go into these ethnos, you would be the one to conform rather
causing them to be reformed and that is not the desire of the King of kings.

THE LEAVENING POWER OF RADICAL COLONISTS

Another parable spake he unto them; THE KINGDOM OF HEAVEN IS LIKE UNTO LEAVEN,
which a woman took, and hid in three measures of meal, till the whole was leavened.

Matt 13:33 KJV
A leaven is any agent used to make dough increase in size or to cause a similar effect on
baked goods. It is also used figuratively to refer to anything that causes a general
assimilating change on an environment. One very astounding reality of a colony is that, the
king of the ruling kingdom does not need to directly extend his influence to the colony of
his kingdom by physically going there. He administrates and communicates his will to the
colony through his personal representatives, what we might refer to as ambassadors.37 This
same strategy is what the King of kings employed in His desire to colonise the earth (2 Cor
5:20 NIV). In the verse above, the church of Jesus Christ on earth represents the kingdom of
heaven that was typified by the leaven which was hid in dough. The three measures of meal
represent the world. The church is expected to leaven the whole world, not an isolated
fragment of people in the world, just the way yeast is used to leaven the whole dough
during baking. That means we must become proactive, and begin to reach the unreached in



our different spheres of contact.

History has it that the British Empire colonised Nigeria in the 19th century, and by reason
of this, the British introduced Nigerians to education, civilisation and commercialisation. By
the British influence, Nigeria built roads, railways, became an international trader, etc.
They also influenced the culture of Nigerians with their music, dress sense and language,
etc. Though earthly kingdoms can in no way perfectly unveil the mysteries of the heavenly
kingdom, we can get some truths from this illustration. As kingdom citizens therefore, who
hail from a better country which has no selfish interest like earthly kingdoms, we are to
influence our ethnos with the culture of our home country. It means that we ought to
educate this world with ideas of kingdom values and with kingdom ethos. It is sad today, to
see that a lot of believers (kingdom citizens) have lost the sense of heavenly culture they
ought to manifest. They sing and dance the world’s music, dress, crack dirty jokes, they talk
and even behave in a worldly manner, far removed from what true kingdom citizens
ordinarily should portray. Remember that a colony must remain culturally tied to its home
country. That means even though we are in this corrupt system we must manifest the
lifestyle that is from above, the heavenly country. Jesus said “... we are in the world, but not
of the world...” John 17:16 (emphasis added). That means though we live among people of
the world, we do not and should not function like them in any way, but rather they should
become like us.

If we are to “leaven” this world, we must influence the world radically to a point where
kingdom gospel music, dance, jokes and kingdom oriented dress sense will become what
people in our ethnos are known for, because we by our kingdom lifestyle would have
established a prototype of our heavenly country in our sphere of contact. It means for
instance, as a student, you are in that department as a leaven, and the King wants you to
infect and leaven up your course mates, lecturers and department with kingdom culture.
Just like Daniel, you will exude such excellence and wisdom in your way of talking, acting
and doing things that people will submit to the kingdom ethos by your infectious life. I see a
student who will become so influential for the kingdom emerging, as he or she studies this
book. Even lecturers will seek for your counsel in issues beyond academics, for thus saith
the Lord, “your light will so shine, that kings shall come to your rising and I will declare my
wisdom, power and glory through you, for all to see” (Isaiah 60:2-3). Hallelujah. Receive it
in Jesus name!

This is exactly the manner in which the kingdom of heaven was designed to function.
Having got all authority in heaven and on earth, the King of kings commissions us to go into
all nations to ‘kingdomise’ and colonise for our heavenly country (Matt 28:19 NIV). Receive
the unction to operate in your immediate sphere of contact as a leavening agent and
kingdom colonist in Jesus name! Amen.



CHAPTER SEVEN

KINGDOM CULTURE
Therefore, rid yourselves of all malice and all deceit, hypocrisy, envy, and slander of
every kind. Like newborn babies, crave pure spiritual milk, so that by it you may grow
up in your salvation, now that you have tasted that the Lord is good.
Now to you who believe, this stone is precious. But to those who do not believe, the
stone the builders rejected has become the capstone, and, a stone that causes men to
stumble and a rock that makes them fall.
They stumble because they disobey the message which is also what they were destined
for. But ye are a chosen generation, a royal priesthood, an holy nation, a peculiar
people; that ye should shew forth the praises of him who hath called you out of
darkness into his marvelous light;

1 Peter 2:1-4, 7-9 KJV
Culture is said to be the arts, customs, lifestyles, background, habits and any other
capabilities acquired by man as a member of a particular society.38 It distinguishes one
society or people group from another. Just as every country has a culture peculiar to it, the
heavenly country (kingdom of heaven) has a culture exclusive to it. No wonder the great
sage Peter, in his epithet, described kingdom citizens as a ‘peculiar people’. He succeeded in
giving classical appellations under the unction of the Spirit, which defines kingdom citizens
and their culture. One very powerful descriptive epithet he used in describing kingdom
citizens is ‘holy nation’. The word ‘holy’ comes from the Greek ‘hagios’ which means
something that is set apart, consecrated and dedicated unto God.39 Holiness forms part of
our kingdom culture. Holiness cannot be practiced by strict adherence to moral codes of
dos and don’ts. It is a nature that flows naturally from citizens who have been cultured by
the kingdom of heaven via the word.

If you are born again, you have been set apart unto God and made holy by your God
imparted nature, but if you will show forth the praises, virtues, excellence and perfections
of God to people in your world, that holy nature in your spirit needs to take flesh form in
your life.

But you are a chosen race, a royal priesthood, a dedicated nation, [God’s] own
purchased, special people, that you may set forth the wonderful deeds and display the
virtues and perfections of Him who called you out of darkness into His marvelous light.

1 Peter 2:9 AMP
There are born again folks who play down on the essence of exhibiting the character of
holiness outwardly because they are bereft of accurate interpretation of the word of the
kingdom. The truth is, if any kingdom citizen will become influential for the kingdom such
that he colonizes his circle of influence for the King, he must grow unto maturity such that
he exudes the culture of the kingdom. The culture of the kingdom refers to the virtues,
excellence and perfections of the King, outwardly manifested in the behavior and character
of a kingdom citizen.



If by any chance you are not there yet as far as the outward manifestation of inward
holiness is concerned, don’t despair but feed on the word and allow the word to consume
your way of thinking. As you grow in the understanding of the kingdom constitution which
is the word of God (1 Pet 2:2), you begin to produce the displays of God’s perfections and
excellence in character and attitude. Focus on the word and fellowship with the King by His
Spirit and you will literally be changed into the glory of God expressly manifest in flesh
form (2 Cor 3:18).

Nations of the world need men and women of holy character in politics and different strata
of society who have been cultured unto maturity such that the holy nature in them now
reflects in their words, deeds and policies. An absence of such men in the helm of affairs
will make abolition of corruption in countries like Nigeria a fairy tale, and legalization of
abominable practices inevitable in the Western world. It’s time to wake up and be cultured
for the kingdom.

CULTURE - A PRODUCT OF ASSOCIATIONS

Do not be so deceived and misled! Evil companionship (communion, associations)
corrupt and deprave good manners and morals and character.

1 Cor 15:33 AMP
Kingdom citizens are faced with a very ostensible conundrum owing to the fact that they
are exposed to a counterculture which is at cross purposes with the culture of their
kingdom. Any culture, whose values and lifestyles are opposed to those of the established
mainstream culture, is a counterculture. The strength of a nation’s culture is its ability to
overcome countercultures. One of the biggest problems in the church today is the loss of
kingdom cultural edge as many local church fellowships and individual believers have
assimilated much of the mindset and methods of the primary secular culture, becoming in
the process almost indistinguishable from the world. We may be unable to stop other
nations and cultures of the world from doing what they do which are inconsistent with
kingdom culture, but we can stop ourselves (kingdom citizens) from doing same.40 That is
why the Bible declares: “the kingdom of the world has become the Kingdom of our Lord
and of His Christ, and we will reign forever and ever” (Rev. 11:15b).41 This should be our
aim as kingdom citizens, we are to kingdomise the world to become like us, not the other
way round. The church is a kingdom outpost saddled with the mission of colonizing the
earth for the kingdom of God. The earth, therefore, is supposed to be filled with the cultural
values of the kingdom of heaven.42

In the historical records of the Bible, we see a fascinating display of two different cultures
at war on many accounts. In one of such dramas, Daniel proved that the dilemma of culture
battles faced by every kingdom citizen living without compromise is conquerable. When he
was taken captive to a strange land, he did not allow his Jewish culture to be eroded by the
counterculture of the Babylonian empire. Rather, he stayed true to God and remained
faithful such that he was able to “kingdomise” the world with his godly culture of devotion
to God (Dan 6:25-26).

Paul the embassage in 1 Corinthians 15:33, instructs kingdom citizens not to make



companions out of the counter cultured because such counterculture gravitates against
kingdom culture. Daniel proved to the world that you can do politics (commonly referred to
as a dirty game in some parts of Africa), without losing your kingdom culture and
compromising the integrity of your character. Daniel’s companions were the three Hebrew
boys, men of like minds, and that was why he was not divested of his integrity, excellence
and morals even when he occupied the helm of government affairs.

It matters who and what you commune with as a kingdom citizen because you are not like
every other kind of human species. You became a kingdom specie when you got born again
hence you are of a different stock. For some kingdom citizens, they commune with
perverse, “unkingdomised” pop stars indirectly by watching them on the entertainment
media, and allowing their minds to be pervaded with the idiosyncrasies of these pop stars.
When you begin to open your mind to music, movies and people that are counter cultured
in such a way that you admire and want to be like them, the sage speaking on behalf of the
King, says you are being misled and deceived. As a kingdom citizen you need to company
with wise people, people of vision and passion who are avid lovers of the King. This is not
to say you should not relate casually with people who are not in the kingdom, but it means
you do not make companions of them or allow their credos, habits, ways of thinking and
acting, denude you the kingdom ethos of your heavenly country.

Do not open your mind to music, movies and people who are not kingdom cultured. Any
music, movie or person whose values and ethos gravitates against that of God’s kingdom
should be avoided if you want a sustained uncompromised kingdom walk. Choose your
associations carefully if you want to make the most of your life here on earth and be
cultured for the kingdom of heaven by His word.

The world today is a product of associations and interactions between nations by virtue of
the various eras it has witnessed. From the era of the slave trade, to the world wars and the
reign of several world powers over weaker or vulnerable nations as its colonies, we can
easily tell why some nations have adopted some values which have impacted on its culture.
For example, you can always tell who controlled a colony by studying its culture. Cuba was
once a colony of Spain, Togo was before its independence, a colony of France, Nigeria was a
colony of the United Kingdom, and Brazil was a colony of Portugal, the list goes on. The
languages and cultures of these countries that were once colonies are either a total or
partial reflection of the countries that colonized them. This phenomenon explains how
kingdom colonists are meant to impact earth with heaven’s culture. Another contemporary
example would be the island of Hispaniola, which is now home of both Dominican Republic
and Haiti. This came about when two kingdoms conquered the island of Hispaniola, and
divided it right down the middle of the island. One side speaks Spanish and the other side
speaks French, both reflecting the culture of their colonizers.43

KINGDOM CULTURE MEDIUM

This Book of the Law shall not depart out of your mouth, but you shall meditate on it
day and night, that you may observe and do according to all that is written in it. For
then you shall make your way prosperous, and then you shall deal wisely and have
good success.



Joshua 1:8 AMP
In botanical studies, a culture medium is used to maintain and condition a plant in an
environment that possesses all the necessities and requirements suitable for the growth of
that plant. For example, pineapples do not thrive in the northern parts of Nigeria owing to
the arid nature of their soil. However, if placed in a culture medium where the nutritional
and atmospheric requirement for pineapple is conditioned and maintained, pineapples will
thrive in the north of Nigeria where it doesn’t normally thrive. As kingdom citizens
therefore, who are in an environment that is rebellious to our growth and productivity, the
only way to thrive is to condition our minds with the word of God which is our culture
medium. How? By the simple art of meditation.

The word meditate comes from the Hebrew word ‘Hagar’, which means to ponder until you
mutter.44 A lot of Christians read the Scriptures but few get cultured by it because they do
not meditate, i.e. contemplate the word and confess their beliefs based on the right
interpretation of the word.

For example, if you were born into a poor family, and now you are born again, into the
Kingdom, you have to culture your mind to stop thinking poor, because the day you got
born again you were born into a rich family, the family of God. You need to start pondering
on truths pertaining to your new origin of prosperity to the point of muttering it audibly to
yourself. This exercise cultures your mind, stirs your faith and conditions you for
prosperity and a glory emanating life, hence you stop saying “I am poor because I was born
to poor parents”, and start saying “wealth and riches are in my house” because of the
kingdom verities that you have understood and accepted to be your reality.

Meditation is not complete till you start proclaiming and declaring it as you study and
ponder the word. This is the art that will grant kingdom citizens control over the culture
wars posed by the society. Meditate on the word on a regular basis with respect to any
thing that pertains to you and the kingdom. This art causes you to begin to observe to do as
you have confessed when life’s pressures come staring you at your face. It builds the word
into your conscious and subconscious in such a way that your reflex response becomes
word oriented. This experience would cause you to be productive, and enabled to deal
wisely in the affairs of life.

KINGDOM TALK

“LET NO FOUL OR POLLUTING LANGUAGE, NOR EVIL WORD NOR UNWHOLESOME OR
WORTHLESS TALK [EVER] COME OUT OF YOUR MOUTH, but only such [speech] as is
good and beneficial to the spiritual progress of others, as is fitting to the need and the
occasion, that it may be a blessing and give grace (God’s favor) to those who hear it”

Eph 4:29 AMP
Every culture has a way peculiar to it by which the populace relates and expresses itself.
Manner of expression is also a product of culture, and through it, we can express cultural
beliefs and values. The specific uses of some given words are peculiar to the culture in that
society. For example, the language of a typical Nigerian in response to a challenge is to say
“wahaladey”. This is a way of expressing his problem conscious attitude which is a result of



the environment he’s allowed his mind to be cultured by. However for the kingdom citizen
who belongs to the heavenly country, and has imbibed kingdom culture, that kind of
unwholesome language is not in his vocabulary even in the midst of adversity. Kingdom
citizens don’t talk defeat; they don’t speak foul or polluting language because the word of
God has cultured their phraseology to always speak life. Words like “I don die”, “Nigeria
jagajaga” or “waka”, “shege”, etc, are unwholesome, filthy and worthless. Such and others
alike should be extinct from the vocabulary of kingdom citizens. It doesn’t matter if it is a
normal parlance in the society you live or grew up in.

The kingdom citizen is a different breed entirely because from the day he got born again, he
was crucified unto this world and its culture and this world was crucified unto him (Gal
6:14). Now that you are a born again kingdom specie, the world’s system and culture has
become counterculture to you. You need a new language and vocabulary cultured by the
word, and a tongue bridled by the Spirit of the king (James 1:26). And this comes as you
allow the word of God control your life; it develops in your conscious and subconscious
mind. Let your words bless all the time, as you do that, you impart grace (divine influence)
to the seemingly depraved situations before you. Speak blessings into your family, job,
finances and your environment that you may super induce kingdom ideals over the woes of
your nation (Matt 16:18 AMP). Enjoy a great life as you do in Jesus name!

KINGDOM CULTURE FOR SEXUALITY

But immorality (sexual vice) and all impurity [of lustful, rich, wasteful living] or
greediness must not even be named among you, as is fitting and proper among saints
(God’s consecrated people)

Eph 5:3 AMP
In some ancient African cultures, especially those in some Nigerian ethnicities, it is
customary for a man to explore a woman sexually to ascertain her fertility, in order to get
approval from his kinsmen to get married to his betrothed. A failure to do this, will deny
the intending couples the required support and camaraderie from their kith and kin.

In ancient history, the guise of cultural tradition gave this credo a mainstay in the
mainstream society, making it a norm. However, this immoral code is one among the
myriad of countercultures which gravitates against kingdom culture. The unambiguity of
Paul in the verse above grants us the insight into what goes and what holds for kingdom
citizens. He makes a distinction between our culture and the world’s, by going ahead to say
that fornication, adultery and other sexual vice, are neither fitting or proper for saints
(kingdom citizens) [Eph 5:3 AMP (emphasis mine)].

It is understood that there would be culture wars that might seem hard to win in this area
for some kingdom citizens and of course non citizens but if truly you are born again and
you agree that you are a king, it means therefore that you can reign over sexual temptation
just like you can reign over sickness.

Now here is the good news, for those who have been exploited by the countercultures of
the world and are in the morass of sexual sin, there is a way out. For anyone who is a



kingdom citizen to walk out of the mire of immorality, he must first admit and acknowledge
that he needs help beyond his powers and then boldly obtain Mercy from the King,
knowing that He will readily impart grace (divine enablement) to help such one to live a
kingdom cultured life of sexual purity (Heb 4:16 NIV). Second, he must open his mind to the
word of God and the leading of the Holy Ghost, for the lure and allure of immoral thoughts,
pictures and images to be burned out of his mind. And then have his mind recultured and
reprogrammed for inward change of desires by the word of the Kingdom.

This would produce kingdom culture in us with respect to sexuality, culminating in
outward disposition of continence in us and making us an effulgence of the King’s character
of self- control. If you are not born again, receive Jesus into your life now (Rom 10:9-10),
and follow the steps above, you would be amazed at the results.



CHAPTER EIGHT

KINGDOM INTELLIGENTSIA
And the lord said to Moses, See, I have called by name Bezalel son of Uri, the son of Hur,
of the tribe of Judah. And I have filled him with the Spirit of God, in wisdom and ability,
in understanding and intelligence, and in knowledge, and in all kinds of craftsmanship,
To devise skillful works, to work in gold, and in silver, and in bronze, And in cutting of
stones for setting, and in carving of wood, to work in all kinds of craftsmanship.

Ex. 31:1-5 AMP
One day as I was having fellowship with my Abba, the Lord said to me, “you belong to my
kingdom intelligentsia!” This statement startled me a little because I didn’t really
understand the connotation by which God was relating with me at the time He spoke these
words. As I opened my mind to the Lord for a clearer picture of what He was saying, the
Holy Ghost beamed the light of God upon my understanding, and I began to relate with that
revelation on a bigger and better level. This kingdom verity impacted my life a whole lot
and that makes me believe it would bring a turnaround in the life of whoever grasps it for
good.

The word “intelligentsia” in our natural world refers to the people in a society who are
most highly educated and who are most interested in new ideas, especially in art, science,
painting, literature, or politics. In Russia, Poland, China and some other countries, there are
a set of elites referred to as the “intelligentsia”, whose impact on the society brought about
the progressive development of their systems in time past. They are people with refined
minds who by their intellectual sagacity introduced new ideas to improve the way of doing
things in their country. The intelligentsias are characterized with persistent self education,
patriotism and creative activity.45 In a world where governmental systems are failing,
economic pillars are cracking and educational structures of third world countries are
crippling, it would take men of wisdom to provide the solutions that would quell the cruel
forces of turmoil bedevilling the nations of the world.

The kingdom intelligentsia refers to a class of kingdom citizens who have allowed the
wisdom of God to flow through them in such dynamic manner that will result in
extraordinary innovations of kingdom commercial values and solutions of national and
global impact. If you are a furniture maker for example, the King wants you to be His
kingdom intelligentsia in that art, operating woodwork with unmatched skill and expertise
just like Bezaleel in the opening verse above. This explains what the kingdom intelligentsia
is all about.

THE PRESERVATION FROM DECADENCE

Ye are the salt of the earth: but if the salt have lost his savor, wherewith shall it be
salted? It is thenceforth good for nothing, but to be cast out, and to be trodden under
foot of men.

Matt 5:13-14 KJV



The wisdom of God is not only for memorizing scriptures which is good in itself but it was
also given to us for societal impact which emanates from the innate potential deposited in
us by the spirit of wisdom and revelation. This means you are not only heaven conscious
but you are also useful and making impact here on the earth. This is because as the salt of
the earth, kingdom citizens are the ones to give preservation, savor and flavor to the earth.
Wherever we go as kingdom citizens, we bring savor, the aroma of heaven into that place
by the anointing, power and wisdom of God at work in us. However the truth is, though God
wants all kingdom citizens to function at this level, not all have ascended onto this plane of
operation. And all the more, God is calling on us as kingdom citizens to take advantage of
His wisdom in us and brainstorm the nations of this world out of socio-economic crisis and
global tragedy. The kingdom intelligentsias are the ones who proffer solution during the
period of crisis. Their services are most sought after in the critical moments of history and
they always take advantage of such crisis as an opportunity to showcase the multifaceted
wisdom of God to the world and this is God’s intent for the kingdom intelligentsia.

His intent was that now, through the church, the manifold wisdom of God should be
made known to the rulers and authorities in the heavenly realms, according to his
eternal purpose which he accomplished in Christ Jesus our Lord.

Ephesians 3:10-11NIV
Therefore, we can understand that the King’s desire is for kingdom citizens to be
expressions of His wisdom, making His wisdom known to the rulers, authorities and
principalities by enigmatic displays of skill and expertise in various endeavours of life on
earth.

Back in the Bible days, we came across a man named Joseph. Joseph portrayed the wisdom,
and intelligence of the kingdom as he provided a wisdom solution for the impending dearth
that lurked the shores of the Egyptian borders, which would have taken its toll for seven
ominous years (Gen 41:33-36). However because he possessed the practical wisdom of God
which when harnessed, enables its possessors to produce workable solutions to problems
on any scale, he delivered the world from that famine by His wisdom and amassed great
wealth for the Egyptian nation (Gen 41:56-57).

Franklin D. Roosevelt was the 32nd president of the United States of America and rated by
scholars as one of the top three US presidents along with Abraham Lincoln and George
Washington. He was the only US president to serve for twelve years of four terms. He was
famous for a lot of things and was accomplished as a world leader. He was a kingdom
citizen, a devoted believer of Jesus Christ. He was the president who led America out of
deep economic recession and the great depression that loomed during and after the Second
World War.46 His success secret is that he brought the best minds of the country to
Washington to form a mastermind group he called his “brain trust”. These mastermind
groups also known as “think tanks” were frequently called upon by leaders of government
and industry to help deal with critical problems.47 One thing he was well known for was
using the brain trusts to solve particularly challenging problems facing the country. These
brain trusts were groups of close advisers prized for their expertise in particular fields that
helped in forming series of economic programs that largely helped the country get through



the great depression.48 Franklin understood the concept of kingdom intelligentsia and as a
kingdom citizen he knew how to harness his brain trust to produce divinely birthed ideas
through the wisdom of God. This concept can rid a country or any country going through
famine, recession or depression of any kind from impending global and national tragedy.

As a leader who administrates the welfare of people in your domain, it will suffice that you
do not surround yourself with “unkingdomised” sycophants who only care about their
pockets and personal ambition. Such persons may never really deliver the kind of results
that a kingdom oriented intelligentsia can proffer for that domain under any circumstance.
The breakdown in the public systems of your society is a call for the kingdom intelligentsia,
who by the wisdom of the King would preserve the earth. These are technocrats who are
skilled in their field of speciality, who do not regard their profession as a way of making
ends meet, but as an opportunity for societal impact. As you make a resolve to allow the
wisdom of God gain expression through your profession, craft, handiwork and gifting, the
wisdom of God in you would produce witty inventions that will boggle the best minds on
the planet and dazzle the greatest imagination of the natural mind (Prov 8:12). You can be
the doctor who will discover the antidote for cancer, hepatitis B, etc. Don’t accept the fact
that those who have tried to proffer a solution before have failed and agree that it’s
incurable. Malaria was once a deadly disease dreaded by many and was classified as
incurable until some folks came with a discovery that ended the reign of malaria as a
dreaded incurable plague. What made it incurable at the time was the lack of wisdom and
understanding for that particular situation. Cultivate the wisdom of God in you, not to earn
a salary but to provide a kingdom solution to a problem in your world. Say this, “I have the
wisdom of God in me, for witty inventions and daunting accomplishments that will
manifest the glory of God’s Kingdom intelligentsia, in Jesus name.”

As a kingdom specie you cannot be dominated by sickness, but as a kingdom citizen who
has understanding of the concept of kingdom intelligentsia, you would do something to
help those who do not yet have the revelation of divine health by finding workable
solutions to whatever threatens the livelihood of humanity by the wisdom of God. As a
kingdom ambassador you do not get affected by the economy of the nations of this world
because the heavenly government supplies all your needs. These supplies are not according
to the nation’s resources or economy but according to the heavenly government’s riches.
However as a part of God’s kingdom intelligentsia, you would do something to improve the
situation of that nation or change its course by the wisdom of God in you. That is what the
bible means when it calls kingdom citizens the salt of the earth, because we are the ones
called by God to preserve the world from further decay as we take the gospel of the
kingdom to the unreached.

THE WISDOM OF LEARNING

In the first year of his reign I, Daniel, understood by the books....
Daniel 9:2 NKJV

A contemporary example that could give us a picture of how those in the kingdom
intelligentsia ought to impact their society is Benjamin Franklin. Born into a poor family,
Benjamin Franklin had only 3 years of formal education but at ten years of age when he



dropped out of school, he took to voracious reading. He became a profound writer and
printer and acquired a printing press. He facilitated many civic organizations, including
Philadelphia’s fire department and a university. He later retired from business and got
involved in science, experiments and innovations. He invented the Franklin stove to warm
houses, bifocals; the popular lightening rod and this brought him international renown.
Franklin’s influence pervaded the political terrain, and he contributed to America’s
independence. He was a co-writer of the Declaration of Independence Act and co-signed it
in 1776. This terminated the British rule over America granting America its independence.
This man was so full of wisdom that he was part of the national transformation of America.
By his wisdom and popularity, he influenced France to sign a Treaty of Alliance with
America.49 This shows us how by voracious reading and learning, a man without a formal
education or “first class certificate” changed his nation for good.

The wise also will hear and increase in learning, and the person of understanding will
acquire skill and attain to sound counsel [so that he may be able to steer his course
rightly]

Proverbs 1:5 AMP
The kingdom intelligentsias are a knowledge-thirsty class of kingdom citizens who may not
have a “first class certificate”, but have honed their minds by self development for societal
impact like Daniel. They are ardent learners who are never satisfied even with a formal
education. Formal education is wonderful and has played a huge role in global civilization
and national emancipation. However, the kingdom intelligentsia are not men of certificates;
they are men of substance who even after leaving a formal education system would still
want to learn more from a vast expanse of knowledge and go about applying the vast store
of knowledge gained informally even in their field of calling and specialty. They value
informal education as much as they do formal education and sometimes even more because
they understand the fact that self development is the best form of investment a man can
make to improve the quality of his mind, of his life and his environment. You can be the one
who will deliver Nigeria from the mire of self inflicted breakdown, corruption and
economic downturn. Go from whining and griping about the nation’s pandemonium, into
being a living expression of the wisdom of God that will steer the nation into the portals of
kingdom stability and progress.

WISDOM THAT EXCELS THE WISDOM THAT EXCELS WISDOM

Thus Solomon’s wisdom excelled the wisdom of all the men of the East and all the
wisdom of Egypt

1 Kings 4:30 NKJV
With the kind of wisdom Solomon possessed, he was distinguished in a class of his own. He
ruled with such classical wisdom, paralleled by none other in his time, before his time, and
after his time until Jesus, the King of the kingdom of heaven showed up on the scene. Jesus,
the King of the kingdom, came on board and told us He is greater than Solomon in wisdom
(Matt 12:42), because He is wisdom personified, the very embodiment of all the wisdom of
God. No wonder Paul labelled Christ, the wisdom of God (1 Cor 1:24). The interesting
aspect of this dramatic flow of thought is, the King Jesus, has been made wisdom unto us



who are kingdom citizens i.e. born again (1 Cor 1:30). The sage, Paul affirming this wisdom
at work in us now also echoed to kingdom citizens all over the world when he wrote to
some in Ephesus and said “...He (the King) hath abounded toward us in all wisdom and
prudence;” (Eph 1:8).This means that the wisdom which kingdom citizens possessing the
life and nature of the King carry is greater than what the great Solomon could capacitate in
his prime days. The wisdom we possess is the wisdom of God in Christ, and Christ’s wisdom
was greater than Solomon’s, which excelled all other wisdom. It means therefore that the
kingdom intelligentsia are people who possess what I call the wisdom that excels the
wisdom that excels wisdom. Glory to the King! If therefore, the wisdom of Solomon
outclassed the wisdom of the intellectual giants of his day until Christ the King emerged,
much more, we who have received in abundance of his grace, wisdom and life should
function in such wisdom that will dissolve doubts and explain hard sentences written with
the pen of corruption, failure, poverty, problematic circumstances, etc (Daniel 5:12).Say
this, “I have a greater-than- Solomon-wisdom working in me, and I won’t fail because I
belong to God’s Kingdom intelligentsia! Praise God”.

SPIRITUAL INSIGHT FOR WITTY SOLUTIONS

Then was the secret revealed unto Daniel in a night vision. Then Daniel blessed the God
of heaven.

Daniel 2:19 KJV
God’s kingdom intelligentsia does not rely only on their mental prowess or scholastic
erudition which is a product of the sound mind. They also exercise spiritual insight into
hidden realities and this is the reason why the kingdom intelligentsia operates a wisdom
that excels the wisdom of the world. In 1846, a man named Elias Howe was awarded the
first United States patent for a sewing machine. This was because he invented a sewing
machine that had a needle with the eye at the point, alongside other features. An account of
how he came up with the idea of placing the eye of the machine needle at the point, stated
that his original idea was to follow the model of the ordinary needle. Meaning the entire
needle would have to go through the material and back again in order to make a stitch and
it was impossible for a sewing machine to work that way. It never occurred to him that the
eye of the needle should be placed near the point.50 The witty idea came supernaturally in a
dream (Prov 8:12). In the dream, he was building a sewing machine for a savage king in a
strange country. He could not meet the king’s deadline in the dream due to the problem he
encountered in his actual working experience with the needle’s eye. Due to this, he was
taken out to be executed in the same dream. He noticed that the warriors carried spears
that had its head pierced. Instantly came the solution to the difficulty he was facing in his
inventive escapade, and while the inventor was begging for time, he woke up from the
dream.

Lo and behold, it was 4 in the morning. He jumped out of bed, ran to his workshop, and by
9am, a needle with an eye at the point had been modeled.51 That is the true story of an
important incident in the invention of the sewing machine. The King of kings can give us
ideas in the realm of the spirit, that the finest minds on the planet will never access like He
did in Daniel’s days (Daniel 2:19). This inventor was a very open minded man. If it were to



be some folks with a fear oriented mentality, they would wake up from such a dream and
call it a nightmare. They would go for special prayer and fasting sessions to make the
nightmarish dream stop. But an open minded person got this dream and saw the good in
the revelation; he birthed the brainchild he had toiled to bring forth by the spirit of
revelation. He got the message and his first response was “Eureka! I have found the way
out.” I pray for you this day, that you will not misinterpret your divine direction when it
comes in Jesus name! It takes the Spirit of revelation to see what Elias Howe saw who
instead of seeing the negative in his dreams, saw a witty invention that revolutionised the
fashion industry in a magnanimous fashion. If you are born again, lift up your right hand
and say “Father, I belong to the kingdom intelligentsia, and I receive ideas for witty
inventions that will transform nations, in Jesus name.” Receive that Spirit in Jesus mighty
name! Amen. Go in this might and do valiant exploits for the kingdom.
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